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Message from the Editor

Marina Parisinou

As I explained to Sani Meo when he approached me for help with the December issue 
of This Week in Palestine (TWiP), I have a hard time saying no to Palestinians. Although 
not a Palestinian myself, I am the daughter of a Greek Jerusalemite, and all my current 
projects are about Palestine. So it has been my great honor to guest-edit this issue of TWiP, 
a magazine I highly respect for the way it documents all aspects of Palestinian life, past 
and present. TWiP has two levels of editing, first for content and then for language. Filling 
one of those pairs of shoes would have been demanding enough; filling both has been a 
challenge. With every article, my appreciation for the editor’s job grew exponentially. I’m 
afraid, upon completion, I find that my feet are still too small.
In its first bilingual issue,TWiP opens wide a door to the wonderful world of the Palestinians 
of Chile, a community that contributes to all aspects of Chilean life: they are successful 
businessmen, industrialists, diplomats, academics, restaurateurs, sportsmen, authors, 
artists, and more. And they are as devoted to their Palestinian identity as they are to being 
Chilean. Our authors and the personalities of the month are exemplars. 
Ricardo Marzuka tells the history of the Palestinian immigration to Chile. Jorge Daccarett 
adds how, as self-starters, Palestinians evolved into a thriving community, despite 
many obstacles. Ambassador Christian Hodges-Nugent outlines the diplomatic relations 
between Chile and Palestine. Marcelo Marzuka and Nicola Stefan explain how they 
developed sustainable investments programs for the diaspora to help Palestine. Through 
Eyad Handal’s article on Dar Al-Sabagh Centre, Bethlehem, we encounter the vision and 
generosity of Albert Kassis (Personality 1) and the work and collection of George Al-Ama 
(Personality 3). Marcelo Marzuka and Gazan Qahhat take us on a culinary tour, while 
Victor Mahana introduces us to Chilean artists with Arab (mostly Palestinian) roots. We 
meet some remarkable women: multitalented Elizabeth Kassis, businesswoman Gabriela 
Salvador, academic Marcela Zedan, writer Faride Zeran Chelech, and child psychiatrist 
Nadia Garib. We learn about the social Club Palestino, not to be confused with the Palestino 
Sports Club, the football team, of which Diego Khamis Thomas writes passionately. 
Maurice Khamis (Personality 2) has been a leader in both institutions and now heads the 
Palestinian Community. Xavier Abu Eid tells the poignant story of his grandfather and the 
Beit Jala oasis he created in Santiago. Our books of the month feature the story of Marcela 
Salman Manzur’s Grandfather Khalil, an excerpt from a book by Lina Meruane, and a 
compilation of articles about Latin Americans of Palestinian origin edited by Viola Raheb. 
We are also thankful for the contributions of Reverend Mitri Raheb, Soledad Salamé, 
Marisol Olivares, Aline Khoury, and the International Committee of the Red Cross.
Some of our authors must be acknowledged for going over and above the call of writing. 
We are particularly indebted to Marcelo Marzuka for his invaluable help with the edits of 
articles beyond his own. Marcela Salman Manzur eagerly took on some of the burden of 
translations to ease the backlog, and generously shared photographs from her archive. 
Elizabeth Kassis not only connected us with authors, but also most generously shouldered 
the expenses of the translations.

Our thanks to everyone involved, and all the best to our readers for the rest of the year. 

MyPalestinianStory.com, 
Associate Producer, 
JerusalemWeAreHere.com
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s a result of the economic, social, and political crises 
concurrent with the fall of the Ottoman Empire and 
subsequent European colonialism, some six-hundred 
thousand Palestinians, Syrians, and Lebanese 
were forced to leave their homes in search of new 
opportunities. Many migrated to North America, while 
many others settled in Latin America. The promise of a 

better life made the Americas the most valued destination.

It is estimated that between eight thousand and ten thousand Arabs 
from the Levant region arrived in Chile between 1885 and 1940, dates 
deemed to delimit the most significant inflow of Arabs to the country. 
While in the beginning they were Syrians, Palestinians, and Lebanese, 
with the passing decades, and given the gravity of the situation in 
Palestine under British rule, and even more so with the Nakba and 
the Zionist colonization, Palestinians grew in numbers, eventually 
becoming the largest of these Arab communities as well as the largest 
Palestinian community outside of the Arab world.

Why to Chile? Several reasons are worth considering.

In countries such as Brazil and Argentina, the vast majority of the more 
than one-hundred thousand immigrants were Syrians and Lebanese. 
This led many Palestinians to cross the Andes mountain range in 
search of new horizons.

One fact that should be borne in mind is that Arabs were not 
welcomed in the Americas: The road to acceptance and integration 

A

By Ricardo Marzuca Butto

Chileans of Palestinian Origin

Palestinian 
Immigration
to Chile

was difficult. The first Palestinians, 
Syrians, and Lebanese who arrived 
in Latin America with Ottoman 
passports were rejected by the 

host communities and were placed 
at the bottom of the social order, 
regarded as of inferior and exotic 
races. In Latin America, the socalled 

“turkophobia,” brought about 
by Orientalism, determined that 
Europe and the white race were 
the ideals that the emerging 
Latin American states aspired 
to. Suffice it to note the case of 
Argentina, where a bill to expel 
Arab-speaking immigrants was 
discussed in the Congress of the 
Nation in 1920. The discussion 
of that bill certainly prompted 
many Palestinians arriving in 
Buenos Aires to cross the Andes 
- the first ones heroically so, on 
muleback - although they were also 
to experience discrimination and 
rejection in Chile.

Palestinians' sense of family 
and hamule resulted in chain 
immigration. As the newcomers 
became economically prosperous, 
they brought over their relatives 
to incorporate them into their 

commercial activities - a fact which 
contributed to their increased 
numbers. It should be noted that, 
when compared with the migrant 

The journey to Chile for the first Palestinian immigrants was not easy. The journey by boat could last up to three months, before 
passing through Genoa in Italy or Marseille in France. Many of these first immigrants were literally children and did not know 
the language and culture of the country that would receive them. Many traveled to the port of Buenos Aires and from there to 
Santiago de Chile crossing the Andes Mountains on mules and donkeys. Photo courtesy of paginasarabes.com.

Antique Map, South America Railways Marine, Steam 
Ship Routes, Original, circa 1907. From the book My 
Grandfather Khalil, an immigrant journey.
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populations arriving from various 
European countries, the Palestinians 
in Chile reached the widest spatial 
distribution throughout the country, 
mainly due to their engagement 
in commercial activities. Finally, 
some immigrants state in their 
testimonies that the climate in 
Chile was attractive to them, and 
many associated it with the climate 
of Palestine, which made them 
feel at home. This explains why 
the Palestinians who settled in 
Chile were mainly from Beit Jala, 
Bethlehem, and Beit Sahour.

In response to their rejection by Latin 
American societies, mainly by the 
dominant and Europeanized elites, 
Palestinians resorted to defense 
mechanisms such as the formation 
of institutions in different spheres of 
life, and the creation of the press.

Early on, many social, cultural, 
political, economic, religious, and 
sports institutions were created, 
reflecting the diversity of local, 

regional, and national identities 
in Chile. Among them were: the 
Orthodox Christian Corporation 
(1917) reflecting the fact that 
the majority of Palestinians were 
Christian Orthodox; the Palestine 
Sport Club of Santiago (1920), 
which over the years would become 
the Palestino Sports Club of 
professional soccer; the Palestine 
Youth Society of Chile (1924), which 
attempted to organize all Palestinians 
in Chile in a “Patriotic Assembly” 
with the aim of claiming their 
Palestinian legal citizenship from the 
British authorities in Palestine, since 
from the beginning Palestinians 
in Chile wanted to stay in touch 
with and remained committed to 
the struggles of their brothers and 
sisters in Palestine.

Furthermore, several centers 
were created that represented the 
Palestinian and Arab identities - 
which were seen as complementary 
to each other - such as the Arab 

Society of Curicó (1916), the 
Palestinian Union Center of Chillán 
(1916), and the Arab Center of 
Concepción (1924), among many 
others throughout the country. 
Some institutions were created 
in conjunction with their Syrian 
brothers, such as the Syrian-
Palestinian Commercial Association 
(1924) and the Syrian-Palestinian 
Club (1926). One of the most 
important institutions was the 
Palestinian Club of Santiago, 
founded in 1938.

Another element was the creation 
of the Arab press, headed mainly 
by Palestinians. The first Arabic 
newspaper, founded by the Orthodox 

priest Solomon Jury, was Al-Murshid 
(1912-1917), which sought to 
preserve the language, culture, and 
Orthodox religious tenets. Other 
newspapers emerged in the 1920s, 
such as Al-Watan, founded by 
Issa Khalil Dacaret, and El-Sharq, 
an initiative by Salomon Ahues. 
In the 1930s, two newspapers, 
La Reforma (Al-Islah) and Mundo 
Arabe, both founded by Jorge Sabaj 
Zurob, originally from Beit Jala, 
were published first in Arabic, then 

in bilingual Arabic-Spanish format. 
Since the late 1940s, Mundo Arabe 
has been published in Spanish only.

The press media played a key 
role for Palestinians in Chile. 
They helped build a sense of 
community, defended them against 
racist attacks, and emphasized 
that Palestinians were honest, 
enterprising, and hardworking. 
They established relations with 
governments and the national media; 
reported on the achievements and 
successes of individuals, families, 
and institutions; disseminated events 
occurring in Palestine and in the 
Arab world; and organized actions 
on behalf of the community in 
defense of their brothers in Palestine. 
It is crucial to highlight that the 
media interacted with Arab and 
Palestinian newspapers, transmitting 
initiatives, news, and ideas. They 
thus fostered transnational activity 
among Palestinian communities in 
Latin America, which facilitated the 
creation of a Palestinian national 
consciousness in the diaspora. 
Despite the passage of decades, this 
consciousness has been kept alive 
to this day.

Ricardo Marzuca Butto is a 
historian and academic at 
the Center of Arab Studies of 
the Faculty of Philosophy and 
Humanities, at the University of 
Chile. He specializes in classical 
Arab history, the Al-Andalus period, 
and the Arab migration processes 
to Latin America.

SCAN 
TO SHARE

Immigrants being transported on a horse-drawn 
wagon, Buenos Aires, Argentina, 1900s. From the 
book My Grandfather Khalil, an immigrant journey.

View of Santiago, Chile, 1930. From the book My Grandfather Khalil, an immigrant journey.

Chileans of Palestinian Origin
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hile is home to the largest Palestinian community 
living outside the Middle East. Indeed, approximately 
half a million people, who are second-, third-, and 
fourth-generation, live today fully integrated into the 
Chilean society. The ancestors of the vast majority 
came from the Christian cities of Bethlehem, Beit 
Jala, and Beit Sahour.

Migration to Chile started at the end of the nineteenth century by 
people in search of better economic opportunities and trying to 
escape the strict Ottoman military rule. It continued well into the first 
quarter of the twentieth century. The first emigrants, who traveled with 
their Ottoman passports, began an epic journey that took them from 
the ports of Haifa and Jaffa, via European Mediterranean ports, and 
across the Atlantic Ocean and the Andes Mountains, until they finally 
reached the cities of the Central Valley in Chile.

The contribution that the Palestinian community has made to the 
development of the country has been immense, and today it is 
recognized as one of the richest and most influential communities 
in our society. Its members have been industrialists, businessmen, 
bankers, owners of commercial enterprises; they occupy dominant 
positions in national politics; they are important figures on the 
academic, literary, and sociocultural scenes. This is what has given 
rise to the popular Chilean saying: “In every town in Chile, there is 
apriest, a carabinero (policeman) and a Palestinian.”

A Perspective of a 
Friendly Relationship 
Between Chile and 
Palestine

C
By Ambassador Christian Hodges-Nugent

Consequently, the Palestinian 
community in Chile has many 
institutions that proudly represent them 
in the most diverse fields: cultural, 
social, and athletic. Examples are the 
Palestinian Community of Chile, the 
Belén 2000 Foundation (Bethlehem 
2000 Foundation), the Palestinian 
Social Club of Santiago, and the 
Palestinian Sports Club.

The latter was founded on August 20, 
1920, in the city of Osorno. Its main 
activity is men’s football. The team 
competes in the first division and 
was champion in the 1955 and 1978 
tournaments. In one of his visits to 
Chile, Palestinian President Mahmoud 
Abbas pointed out that Palestino is 
more than a football team: it represents 
both the Palestinian nation and the “just 
cause for freedom, justice, and peace.” 
This sincere expression is reflected in 

the motto of the football club: “More 
than a team, it is a whole people.” The 
club now has a presence in Palestine 
with two soccer academies for 
children operating in Ramallah, 
and with plans to open its doors in 
other cities in the country.

Since the restoration of Chilean 
democracy in 1990, political relations 
between Chile and Palestine have 
undeniably been excellent under all 
successive governments of Chile, 
including the current government 
of President Gabriel Boric under 
which, relations are enjoying a new 
momentum. The formalization of 
diplomatic relations between Chile and 
Palestine dates back to 1990, when the 
Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) 
established an Information Office in 
Santiago. Jiries al-Atrash was the first 
Palestinian Representative designated 

Chileans of Palestinian Origin

Celebration of Chile Day.
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by the PLO to open an official mission 
in Chile in March 1990. With the 
appointment of Hussein Abdel Khaliq 
in May 1992, relations between the 
PLO and the Chilean government 
have been strengthened for the long 
run.

It should be noted that during the 
government of the late President 
Salvador Allende (1970-1973) a pro-
Arab diplomacy was developed within 
the framework of the strategy of 
rapprochement with the Third World 
and adherence to anti-imperialist 
rhetoric. Following the military coup 
of September 11, 1973, led by the 
dictator General Augusto Pinochet, 
who chose to break with this policy, 
the contacts between Chile and the 
PLO weakened, while relations with 
Israel were strengthened.

Following the Oslo Accords and the 
formation of the Palestinian National 
Authority, the Information Office of 
the PLO was renamed Representation 
of Palestine in Chile, in January 1994. 
Since then, the PLO, recognized as 
the Representative of the Palestinian 
People, maintains a representative 
office with a number of diplomatic 
privileges and immunities. It was 
designated as an Embassy when 
Chile recognized Palestine as a state 
in January 2011.

For its part, Chile was the first 
country in Latin America to open a 
representative office to the Palestinian 
National Authority in Ramallah, on 
April 6, 1998. As mentioned above, 
on January 7, 2011, the Government 
of Chile officially recognized the State 
of Palestine “as a free, democratic, 
independent, and sovereign state,” 
politically consolidating the traditional 
relationship of friendship between 
the two peoples. In 2012, Chile 
cosponsored Resolution No. 67/19 of 
the United Nations General Assembly, 
which recognized Palestine as a 
non- Member Observer State in the 

United Nations, a status that it enjoys 
to this day, pending its recognition as 
a fullfledged member.

As for high-level visits, which are 
the face of an excellent bilateral 
relationship, we highlight those made 
by President Sebastián Piñera in 
March 2011, which was the first by a 
Chilean head of state to Palestine, and 
in June 2019, during his second term. 
For his part, President Abbas has 
visited Chile three times: in May 2005, 
November 2009, and May 2018.

Chile and Palestine have signed 
a significant number of bilateral 
agreements, including the 
Memorandum of Understanding for 
Scientific, Technical, Cultural, and 
Educational Cooperation (1995); 
the Memorandum of Understanding 
between the Ministries of Health of 
Chile and of the Palestinian Authority 
on health matters, signed on July 9, 
2015, which has served as the basis 
for dozens of medical missions, 
comprised of Chilean professionals, 
who traveled to the West Bank 
and Gaza to provide medical and 
humanitarian assistance in various 
specialties; the Memorandum 
of Understanding on Economic 
Cooperation (2011); an Agreement on 
Visa Waiver for Holders of Diplomatic 
and Official Passports (2018); the 
Memorandum of Understanding on 
Cultural Cooperation (2017); the 
Agreement for the Establishment 
of a Joint Ministerial Committee 
(2017); and the Agreement on the 
Establishment of a Joint Commission 
for Cooperation Purposes (2019).

In the parliamentary sphere, it is 
important to mention that there 
is a Friendship Group in the 
Chamber of Deputies, which in the 
current legislature consists of 71 
parliamentarians and is co-chaired by 
Deputies Jorge Brito (RD) and Marcos 
Ilabaca (PS). Nine of its members 
traveled to Palestine in May 2022 

upon the initiative of the Palestinian 
Community of Chile. There is also a 
similar group in the Senate, chaired by 
Senator Alfonso de Urresti (PS), with 
Senator Sergio Gahona (UDI) as vice 
chairman.

The friendship between the two 
countries is manifested in the 
consistent position that Chile 
has had on the Palestinian issue, 
which evolved into a state policy, 
reflecting the consensus between the 
administrations of different political 
affiliations that succeeded each other 
since 1990 until now. This is based 
on the fundamental principles of the 
Chilean foreign policy, which are the 
unrestricted respect for international 
law, the United Nations Charter, 
international humanitarian law, and 
human rights.

Chile has consistently supported 
the “two independent states” 
solution, recognizing the right of the 
Palestinian people to constitute a 
sovereign state, as well as the right 
of the state of Israel to exist within 
secure and internationally recognized 
borders. Similarly, Chile considers 

essential the relaunch, with the support 
of the international community, of a 
negotiation process leading to a just, 
comprehensive, and lasting peace 
agreement.

There is a mechanism for bilateral 
political consultations between the 
Ministries of Foreign Affairs of Chile 
and of the State of Palestine, according 
to which the main issues on the 
global, regional and bilateral agenda 
are discussed and reviewed. The 
first meeting of political consultations 
between Chile and Palestine was held 
in Ramallah in June 2014, and was 
chaired by Edgardo Riveros, then 
Undersecretary of Foreign Affairs 
ofChile. The second meeting was held in 
Santiago in May 2017, and was headed 
by Ambassador Milenko Skoknic, the 
Acting Undersecretary of Foreign Affairs 
of Chile; on the Palestinian side it was 
chaired by Mr. Tayseer Farahat, then 
Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs. At the 
end of October 2022, the third meeting 
was held in Santiago, between the 
Undersecretary of Chile, Ximena Fuentes, 
and the Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs of 
Palestine, Amal Jadou.

Chileans of Palestinian Origin

Ambassador Christian Hodges-Nugent presenting his credentials to President Mahmoud Abbas in June 2021.
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The excellent friendly relationship 
between the two countries is also 
reflected in the traditional support 
that Chile has given to Palestine in 
multilateral forums. Since 1990, Chile 
has systematically voted in favor of 
the resolutions of the United Nations 
General Assembly in defense of the 
rights of the Palestinian people. In what 
represents one of the most important 
milestones at the level of resolutions in 
multilateral organizations, on October 
4, 2011, in Paris, Chile voted in favor 
of the recommendation proposal 
addressed to the General Conference to 
admit Palestine as a UNESCO member 
state. Furthermore, on October 31 of 
that same year, at the 11th plenary 
session of the General Conference, 
the admission of Palestine was put 
to a vote, and the motion was widely 
approved.

From the human rights perspective and 
within the framework of the agenda 
of the United Nations Human Rights 
Council, Chile, with co-sponsorship, 
has voted in favor of the annual 
resolutions under item 7 of the 
agenda: Right to self-determination of 
Palestine; End of Israeli settlements in 

the Palestinian territory; Human Rights 
in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, 
including East Jerusalem; and Justice 
for all violations of international law 
in the occupied Palestinian territory, 
including East Jerusalem.

In the field of bilateral trade there is 
much to be done. The possibilities 
in the nascent exchange are many. 
We encourage entrepreneurs from 
both countries to explore business 
opportunities. We have contacted 
the business associations of Chile 
and Palestine, SOFOFA (Sociedad de 
Fomento Fabril) and PBA (Palestinian 
Businessmen Association), and hope 
that they will be encouraged to make 
reciprocal visits to identify possible 
business niches, especially now that 
the pandemic seems to be a bad 
nightmare. We see real opportunities 
for Palestinian products like olive oil 
and dates. The Bank of Palestine is 
present in both countries and will surely 
be willing to support this business 
approach. To this end, in June 2019, 
the National Customs Service of 
Chile assigned a customs country 
code for Palestine so that statistical 
information on real trade between Chile 

and Palestine can be provided. Until 
that date, there were no records of 
commercial exchange with Palestine 
since transactions were automatically 
registered under the Israeli code.

In the field of cooperation, important 
steps are being taken to work on 
programs between the agencies of both 
countries, AGCID (Agencia Chilena 
de Cooperación Internacional para 
el Desarrollo) and PICA (Palestinian 
International Cooperation Agency), 
such as the program that focuses on 
institutional strengthening of PICA, with 
the support of the Islamic Development 

heritage, inaugurated at the Austrian 
Hospice in Jerusalem and recently 
mounted at the Icon Center and Dar Al- 
Sabagh Centre in Bethlehem; we hope 
it will continue traveling to other cities;

• A visit by the Chilean writer of 
Palestinian origin Lina Meruane took 
place last November. She presented 
her two literary works translated into 
Arabic: Becoming Palestine and Blood 
in The Eye;

• We have also facilitated the donation 
to the Faculty of Nursing of Bethlehem 
University of modern equipment to 
develop telemedicine in Palestine, in a 
public-private effort.

As we have seen, during more than 
thirty years of bilateral relations, we 
have exchanged important high-level 
visits, and have been building a lasting 
relationship, step by step, but I am sure 
that there is still a lot more to be done, 
particularly in promoting trade and 
bilateral cooperation. The ties between 
Chile and Palestine are very strong, and 
during my administration I will continue 
making the utmost to strengthen them 
further at the political, economic, 
cultural, and cooperation levels.

Ambassador Christian Hodges-
Nugent is the Representative of Chile 
to the State of Palestine. He has a 
degree in history from the University 
of Chile and has been a career 
diplomat since 1991. His posts have 
included the Holy See, Paraguay, the 
United States of America, and Spain 
where he was Consul General. He 
arrived in Palestine in April 2021. He 
is married and has four children.

Bank. Verification visits have been 
made to a project that has been in 
development for three years, and it is 
just a few steps away from becoming 
a reality.

In the cultural sphere, we are working 
to strengthen the Chilean cultural 
presence in Palestine. To this end, a 
number of events have taken place:

• An important effort was made to 
organize a “Day of Chile” within the 
framework of the Bethlehem Christmas 
Market, in December 2021;

• Together with eight other diplomatic 
missions, we have participated in a 
photographic exhibition dedicated to the 
Ibero-American colonial architectural 

Chileans of Palestinian Origin

SCAN 
TO SHARE

The Dean of the Faculty of Nursing at Bethlehen University receiving a donation of an ECG device.

Chile Day at the Bethlehem Peace Centre Christmas 
Market, December 2021, with Club Palestino's 
children's soccer school.
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ar Al-Sabagh was established in 2018 on Star Street, in 
the heart of Bethlehem, with the aim of connecting the 
Palestinian diaspora to the homeland. The house is owned 
by the family of Alberto Kassis Sabagh and his wife, Ana 
María, who have generously offered the use of part of it 
for the creation of the Dar Al Sabagh, after considering the 
initiative of George Al-Ama. 

The story began in 1996 when Alberto Kassis, a Palestinian-Chilean 
businessman, visited Bethlehem, his city of origin. He was eager to visit 
his family's house but the owners would not allow him to see it. That 
painful memory gave rise to the dream of regaining the house.

In 2013, George Al-Ama met Alberto Kassis during the inauguration of the 
Bank of Palestine branch in Bethlehem. The two met again in 2016 at the 
inauguration of the Dubai branch of the Bank. Al-Ama happened to know 
that the ancestral house of Mr. Kassis was up for sale and upon hearing 
it, the latter immediately asked him to purchase it. Thus the dream of Mr. 
Kassis became real with the purchase of the first phase of the Sabagh 
building under the supervision of the Bank of Palestine.

George was taken aback when upon handing Mr. Kassis the keys and 
congratulating him, the latter refused to accept them. George worried 
that he had done something wrong. But Mr. Kassis said, “I would like to 
establish something that will serve the Palestinian community in Bethlehem 
and the diaspora." George's proposal to set up the Dar Al-Sabagh Centre 
for Diaspora Studies and Research Together along with the Kassis Sabagh 

Dar Al-Sabagh: 
Connecting the 
Diaspora to Its Roots

D

By Eyad Handal 

family and the Centre for Cultural 
Heritage Preservation (CCHP),  they 
established the Dar Al-Sabagh Centre 
for Diaspora Studies and Research 
where Mr. Kassis undertook to cover 
the financing of the Centre. (CCHP) 
renovated the house (Phase 1) with 
funding by the Swedish International 
Development Cooperation Agency 
(SIDA), while the Bank of Palestine 
provided the furnishings.

The center has become a cultural hub 
- a “house museum” for Palestinian 
contemporary art and heritage artifacts 
from the private collection of George 
Al-Ama. As a result, the CCHP made 
Dar Al-Sabagh its cultural unit, headed 
by Al-Ama.

Since 2018, we have conducted 
three hundred cases of genealogical 
research following requests by 
Palestinian diaspora families; have 
launched numerous cultural activities; 
and have participated in several 
festivals in the city. We provide free 
tours, both of the Centre and of the 
historical towns of Bethlehem, Beit 
Jala, and Beit Sahour. Our facilities are 
open to all visitors, especially to the 
Palestinian diaspora.

Palestine has suffered many 
occupations and settlers. From the late 
Ottoman era until the British Mandate 
(1850–1948), many Palestinians 
born in Bethlehem, Beit Jala, and Beit 
Sahour left the country in search of a 
better future. Many of these migrants 
worked in industries related to their 
trade in Bethlehem area, particularly 
mother-of-pearl. Many became 
traveling salesmen, and others started 
their own businesses; having done 
well financially, they chose to remain 
in Central America, while maintaining 
close ties with their families back 
home.

“A people without the 
knowledge of their 
past history, origin, 
and culture is like a tree 
without roots.”

Marcus Garvey

Dar Al-Sabagh Diaspora Studies and Research Centre.

Chileans of Palestinian Origin
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Of the several million Palestinians in 
the diaspora, the largest community 
outside of the Arab world is in Chile, 
where most of the five hundred 
thousand Palestinian descendants 
are eager to reconnect with their 
roots. “Quiero Viajar a Palestina” 
(I want to travel to Palestine) is a 
phrase heard in every Palestinian 
house in the diaspora. It is the dream 
of many to visit the country, to 
meet their relatives, and to become 
acquainted with the neighborhoods 
and cities of their ancestors.

At Dar Al-Sabagh we believe that 
knowing our cultural roots helps us 
develop a strong sense of identity 
and our narrative. To this end, we 
recently launched the campaign 

that the two families were 
descended from the same 
ancestor, which neither family 
was aware of. Not knowing 
the Nasser Salman family, 
Francis became nervous 
and somewhat wary of 
their intentions. However, 
when I told him that his 
Honduran-Palestinian relatives 
were coming to see him, 
he became more friendly 
and welcoming. He shared 
memories of his grandfather, 
and said, "They are welcome.” 

On the day of the visit, the family came to Dar Al-Sabagh, accompanied by 
Vivian Ghubar, the representative of Belén 2000 in Palestine. We had also 
invited two members of the Nasser family from Bethlehem, Albert Nasser, 
the honorary council of El Salvador, and the engineer Michel Nasser, to 
meet their Honduran relatives. The staff showed them the research on their 
family, and answered their many questions. 

We then headed to the Salman house where Francis and his wife, Amal, 
welcomed them. They talked as if they had known each other for years. 
Francis showed them a painting in which they recognized their grandfather. 
After they left, the families kept in contact by sending letters and gifts to 
each other. Sadly, Francis passed away two years after the visit.

The Salmans, Honduras
Narrated by Eyad Handal

The family of the well-known Palestinian-Honduran businessman 
Freddy Nasser Salman informed us, through the Belén 2000 Foundation 
(Bethlehem 2000 Foundation), that they were coming to Palestine, and 
were interested in their family's history and meeting any existing relatives. 
In researching the Salmans’ ancestors, I discovered that one of their 
direct cousins was living on Star Street, right next to Dar Al-Sabagh. I 
visited the house, asked Francis Salman about his ancestors, and realized 

Olga Sofía Bendeck Nasser, Honduras 

Finding My Roots in Bethlehem: 
A Home Away from Home

Many years ago, my aunt told me, 
“When you go to Bethlehem, you will 
be welcomed as one of the family. You 
just have to say you are a Bandak.” 
I did not grasp what that meant until 
now. 

It has been a lifelong dream of mine 
to visit Palestine in order to learn 
about my roots. Just the thought that 
my family came from Bethlehem, 
the birthplace of Jesus, made me 
feel special. I was born and raised in 
Tegucigalpa, Honduras, the daughter of 
first-generation Honduran Palestinians. 

#Quiero_viajar_a_palestina_البالد_َطْلَبت_أْهلها, 
to encourage the Palestinian diaspora to 
visit their homeland and reconnect with 
their roots through a full-program tour 
that provides a unique, unforgettable 
experience. Since April 2022, we have 
hosted more than eighty Palestinian 
diaspora families from diverse countries 
such as Chile, Honduras, El Salvador, 
Brazil, Mexico, Germany, Dubai, Panama, 
France, and Peru. They learned about their 
ancestors through genealogical research 
based on the archives of Dar Al-Sabagh, 
which contain more than three hundred 
years’ worth of data, and by touring the 
historical towns of Beit Jala, Bethlehem, 
and Beit Sahur, where they were able to 
meet their relatives.

The following are indicative stories of people who have engaged with Dar Al-
Sabagh’s “I want to travel to Palestine” (Quiero Viajar a Palestina) project:

The Salman-Nasser family at Dar Al-Sabagh in July 2019. George Al-Ama, Vivian Gubar, and Albert 
Nasser appear in the photo.

Olga Bendeck with her husband on the roof of her 
grandfather's house (Anatreh Clan) on September 
30, 2022.

Group photo at the entrance of Francis Salman's house.

Chileans of Palestinian Origin
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My childhood was one surrounded 
by families of Palestinian, Syrian, and 
Lebanese origin, who spoke Arabic 
and passed on the values, customs, 
and food of our culture. To this day, the 
cultural and economic contributions of 
Palestinians, many from Bethlehem, 
are very significant in Honduras.

My paternal grandfather, Elias Juan 
(Hanna) Bendeck, emigrated to Central 
America in the early 1900s and settled 
in Puerto Cortés, Honduras, where he 
married my Syrian grandmother, Maria 
Samra, and became an industrialist. 
Elias was the son of Hanna Miguel 
(Michael) Bandak and brother of Costa, 
Maria, Jorge (Jeries), Hanne, and 
Menne. 

In September 2022, my husband 
and I had the opportunity to visit 
Jerusalem and Bethlehem for three 
days. My aunt’s prediction came true: 
throughout our visit, we met many Al-
Bandak family members who warmly 
greeted us at shops, cafes, and 
markets, and helped me connect with 
someone close to my grandfather. We 
also received gifts and were invited to 
peoples’ homes for dinner.

We also visited Dar Al-Sabagh 
Diaspora Studies and Research Centre 
to inquire about my family heritage 
and where my grandfather might have 
lived. When we arrived at the center, I 
whispered to Matheos, our tour guide, 
that we should not stay more than 
forty-five minutes since we had so 
much more to see. 

To my surprise, Eyad Handal 
welcomed us fully prepared to engage 
us in a journey of discovery. The 
150-year-old edifice of Dar Al-Sabagh 
has been beautifully renovated and 
houses a unique art collection with 
works by notable Palestinian artists, 
furniture, documents, and artifacts, in 
multiple rooms for research, meetings, 
and cultural events.

After a short tour of the center, 
we headed to the Al-Anatreh 
neighborhood, the origin of many 
Palestinian families who emigrated to 
the Americas, including the Al-Bandak 
clan. It was a surreal and emotional 
experience. We walked along Milk 
Grotto Street, behind the Church of 
the Nativity, and learned about the 
history of Bethlehem, the role that my 

ancestors played in protecting the 
Church of the Nativity, and of some 
highly regarded members of the 
Al-Bandak line. We were welcomed 
by Al-Anatreh Council members who 
showed us their new center and 
described their efforts to protect our 
heritage. I also met a distant cousin, 
Ivonne Al-Bandak, whose aunt was 

Tareasa Mubarak, Bolivia

How Happy and Sad Can Exist Together

Narrated by Manal Abu Ayash, Dar Al-Sabagh Researcher

Since the establishment of Dar Al-Sabagh in 2018, and while hard at work, 
we have been witnesses to many emotions: tears mixed with happiness. 
On a regular day at the center, we heard the doorbell ring and opened the 
door to find a woman and her husband standing there. “Is this the Sabagh 
house?” she asked. We welcomed her and offered her Arabic coffee and 
water as she appeared tired and confused. "Finally, I found the center," she 
said.

She was Tareasa Mubarak, with her husband, Emilio. She explained that 
for ten years she had been trying to visit Palestine but had encountered 
many obstacles crossing the border. She had finally made it and was 
hoping to find relatives from the Mubarak family. 

married to Hanna Michael Bandak. 

The highlight of our visit was when 
Ivonne and the Council members took 
us a few steps down the street to visit 
the house where my grandfather grew 
up and to meet another relative, Jameel 
Al-Bandak, whose family now owns 
the home. His father, the late George 
Al-Bandak, was the parish priest of the 
Church of the Nativity. 

Entering my dear grandfather’s family 
home was an incredible moment. Like 
many traditional houses, it was made 
of cream-colored local stone on the 
outside, with high ceilings, white walls, 
tall, narrow windows and doors, and 
traditional tiles on the floor inside.

It is hard to describe my feelings: 
nostalgia for my grandfather, pride 
for my family roots, and a sense of 
belonging to a larger community away 
from home. My heart is full of gratitude 
for the warm hospitality we received 
during our short stay and for the 
efforts of the community to preserve 
our heritage. It was truly an amazing 
experience, and we plan to return with 
the whole family for a longer stay.

Olga Bendeck and her husband with the Anatreh council, on September 30, 2022. Olga at the front door of her grandfather’s house.

Chileans of Palestinian Origin
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Benjamin Abu Sleme, Palestinian 
from Chile

Dar Al-Sabagh Centre at the Service of 
the Palestinian Diaspora

Ten days in the homeland: occupied, 
but more alive than ever. Walking 
through the ancient streets of 
Bethlehem and Beit Jala is deciphering 
the past and dreaming of the future. 
The culture remains alive. With the 
enormous help of Dar Al-Sabagh 
Centre, during those ten days, we 
managed to get even closer to our 
roots. Visiting Beit Jala, seeing the 

After questioning her, we determined that Salim Mubarak was her cousin. 
The realization that she had finally found a relative made her eyes glisten. 
We called Salim on the phone, asking him to come and meet his cousin 
from Bolivia. He was choked, and upon meeting each other, happiness 
mixed with sadness: sadness because she had never known before 
about her family here, and happiness because finally, she had family in 
Bethlehem. After the warm encounter, Salim invited Mrs. Mubarak and her 
husband to his home for a family dinner.

resist living under illegal 
occupation every day. The 
realities are different, but the 
various forms of resistance 
are a bridge between the 
diaspora and Palestine. It is 
essential to keep the bridge 
standing, to keep Palestine 
alive.

Blood is thicker than water.

house where my ancestors possibly 
lived, visiting the cemetery and 
its tombs, and meeting one of my 
relatives provided images that will last 
forever and a new anchor to this land. 
Seeing it with our own eyes reaffirmed 
where we come from.

The Palestinians of the diaspora are 
responsible for communicating the 
Palestinian reality to the world. We 
have the power to do it. Talking about 
Palestine is a form of resistance. 
Keeping culture alive is also a form of 
resistance, just like the Palestinians 

Benjamin Shawrieh (Abu Sleme) while 
visitng his ancestral house in Beit Jala, 
on September 30, 2022. 

Dar Al-Sabagh Diaspora Studies and Research Centre.

Tareasa Mubarak from Bolivia and her husband, with newly found cousin Salim Mubarak, visiting Dar 
Al-Sabagh on July 20, 2019. 
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This Week in Palestine (TWiP), written 
by Anton Mansour, who is originally 
from Bethlehem. Mansour conducted a 
study of the ancient clans of Bethlehem 
and discovered that they all belonged 
to the same paternal haplogroup "G1," 
which is native to Palestine.

Thanks to this article, and 
through the generosity of 
its publisher, Sani P. Meo, I 
connected with a Bethlehem 
study center for the diaspora, 
called Dar Al-Sabagh. Manal 
Abu Ayash with the Dar 
Al-Sabagh team conducted 
an extensive study, detailing 
from which clan and from 
which area the family surname 
Zarzar comes from, and built a 
complete family tree.

As a result of this study, my 
grandfather was deeply moved 
to discover that his father, 
Yacoub Zarzar, had an older 
brother whom he did not know 
of as he always thought that his 
father was the eldest son.

Now we are all very excited 
and want to know more about 
our ancestors and which family 
members still live in Bethlehem. 
We always remain in faith and 
hope that Palestine will be free 
again.

Eyad Handal is a researcher at Dar Al-Sabagh Centre and an intern at the 
Terra Sancta Museum in Jerusalem. He has a bachelor's degree in history and 
archaeology, a diploma in rural tourism from Birzeit University, and a master's 
degree in tourism and culture from Bethlehem University. In 2013-2015, he 
became the first Bethlehem youth council president and participated in several 
foreign cultural exchange programs and conferences.

Jorge Jose Zarzar, Palestinian 
from Mexico

A New Brother Discovered after 
a Hundred Years! 

I live in Torreón, Coahuila, 
Mexico, with my wife Verónica 
Díaz and our two beautiful 
children: Verónica and Jorge 
Elías.

When I was little, my father told 
me that my Christian Orthodox 
ancestors, fleeing from Ottoman 
rule, arrived on a ship to Mexico, 
from Bethlehem, a place famous 
for being the birthplace of Our 
Lord Jesus Christ. As time 
passed, my interest grew, and I 
dreamed of visiting the place of 
my grandparents’ origin.

There is a large Palestinian 
community in Torreón, 
with many originating from 
Bethlehem. The Palestinian 
Federation in Mexico was formed 
a few years ago with the support 
of Ambassador Mohammed 
Saadat.

The deep-rooted Palestinian 
heritage and values of the 
grandparents have been 
transmitted to their descendants. 
My paternal grandfather, Yousef 
Zarzar, taught us the history of 
Palestine and the importance 
of family. My Siti, my maternal 
grandmother, Miriam Handal, 
taught me Arabic words, like the 
numbers. At family parties, we 
cook Palestinian food such as 
dolma (vine leaves), marmaon 
(pearl couscous) made at 
Christmas, tabbouleh, hummus, 
laban (fermented milk, called 
jocoque in Torreón) and black 
olives with za’atar.

When a few months ago, I took a DNA 
test, it showed that my ancestors are 
from Palestine. Grandfather Yousef 
agreed to take the test, too, and got 
the same result. Looking deeper into 
the subject, I learned about the Y 
chromosome, which is unique to males 
and does not change in thousands of 
years: it is like discovering who your first 
genetic father was.

Within this chromosome, the Zarzar 
family paternal haplogroup, called “G1”, 
is from the region of Palestine rather than 
from the Christian Ghassanid clans of 
Yemen, as my family had thought.

I began researching the Zarzar 
paternal haplogroup on the internet and 
came across a fascinating article in 

Left to right: the author's father, Jorge Yousef Zarzar; the 
author’s grandfather Yousef Zarzar; the author himself; 
and his son Jorge Elias Zarzar. 

The author’s father, Jorge Yousef Zarzar, at the house of 
his aunt Bedia Zarzar Gidi. SCAN 
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The Economic 
Influence of 
Palestinians in Chile

eople migrate in search of a better life. In times of 
crisis, whether economic or political or both, people 
leave their countries looking for a better quality of life 
for their families, and to develop and thrive. At the 
beginning, 
this migration 

is “for a few years”, until 
they can return, in the 
interim sending money 
back home to support their 
families. In some cases, 
these migrations are the 
first steps of the permanent 
movement of people who 
build new lives in foreign 
countries, adopting them as 
their own after a couple of 
generations.

In the last few years, 
this has been the case 
with millions of Syrians, 
Venezuelans, and Haitians 
who have left their 
countries to work in foreign 
lands. This was also the 

P

By Jorge Daccarett

case with millions of Levantine 
Christians (Syrians, Lebanese, and 
Palestinians) who came to Latin 
America beginning in the late 1890s, 
originally motivated by the harshness 
of Ottoman rule, later by the crisis of 
World War I, and then by the events 
of 1948 and of 1967. This migration 
continues to this day.

Palestinians have immigrated 
everywhere: to Jordan, Kuwait, 
the United Arab Emirates, Japan, 
Australia, the United Kingdom, 
California, Honduras, Colombia. 
But the country that has hosted the 
largest Palestinian population outside 
of the Arab world has undoubtedly 
been Chile.

The initial roads to Chile have 
been diverse. Some Palestinian 
migrants followed the classic route 
of Syrians and Lebanese to Brazil 
and Argentina, but once there, they 
looked for new frontiers and crossed 
the Andes Mountains, riding horses 
and donkeys, to arrive to the new 
land. Others started their journey in 
France and from there they expanded 

their businesses to Honduras, 
Colombia, Peru, and Bolivia, where 
they heard about Chile, its weather, 
stability, and good business 
environment, and decided to explore 
this new country.

Regardless, the first Palestinians 
arrived in Chile without much 
knowledge of the place or the 

Palestinians arrived 
in Chile without 
knowing the language, 
without any capital 
or employability, but 
with the values of 
entrepreneurship and 
education. In 120 years, 
they have worked hard 
to win the hearts of 
the Chileans, becoming 
an integral part of the 
socioeconomic fabric. 
First as door-to-door 
traders, then as small-
shop or factory owners, 
and becoming key 
players in Chile’s textile 
industry and banking, the 
half a million Chileans 
of Palestinian origin are 
now an influential and 
integrated community 
of professionals and 
businesspeople all over 
the country.

Chileans of Palestinian Origin

One of the first textile factories in 
Chile owned by Palestinian immigrants.
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language, and in many cases without 
any capital. But they all brought a 
strong will to succeed, and a natural 
ability for entrepreneurship.

Back then, immigrants did not have 
the support of governments as they 
do nowadays. Palestinians in Chile 
received neither free education, 
nor healthcare, nor housing. 
There were no public institutions 
speaking their language. Instead, 
Palestinians created strong solidarity 
networks within the small, growing 
community, through which they 
supported the newcomers by 
making their arrival easier, and by 
helping them set up homes and start 
businesses.

The early stages of Palestinian 
economic life in Chile were difficult. 
As they arrived with Ottoman 
passports, they were called in a 
derogatory way “Turks”, which 
was a paradox as they were fleeing 
precisely from the Turks. Chilean 

upper society treated Palestinians 
very differently from European 
immigrants who were rapidly 
adopted as part of the society: 
Italians, Basques, British, and even 
Croatians were incorporated in 
their social circles and were offered 
jobs in their companies. German 
migration was promoted by the 
Chilean government, with German 
families receiving lands to colonize 
in the south of the country.

This differentiation marked the 
starting point of the economic 
development and influence that the 
Palestinian community has had in 
the country for more than 120 years.

Without command of the language 
or employability, but with the skills 
of entrepreneurship and a support 
network, Palestinians became 
“self-employed”: they started their 
own businesses. In the beginning, 
they worked in trade, selling from 
door to door. They moved all over 

the country, selling their goods in 
small towns and villages, in the 
countryside, in mining operations 
- everywhere where there were 
workers.

Their customers were not the upper-
class society that rejected these 
“Turks”. Rather, they focused on the 
lower segments of the population 
that needed basic items for personal 
hygiene, clothing, sewing, and – as 
it was their slogan – “anything you 
might need”. 

Instead of making customers go 
to the store, Palestinians would 
become the first “delivery” service to 
bring the goods to their customers’ 
working places or to their houses.

In another striking innovation, 
Palestinians would give credit to 
the lower classes, something their 
customers could not even dream 
of; traditional store owners only 
sold on cash or, even worse, they 
deducted the amounts directly from 
salaries, as wealth in Chile was 
highly concentrated in a few families 
that owned companies, banks, and 
lands.

Palestinians would write by the 
customer’s door the name, date and 
amount of the debt, so as to charge 
the installments on the weekly visit. 
Upper-class store owners would 
even say that these “Turks” had 
some special codes that they wrote 
on their customers’ houses. Of 
course, they wrote in Arabic!

And how could they make sure that 
they were going to be paid back? 
It was the humble and friendly 
personality and character of the 
Palestinian, who took the time to talk 
with his customers, to learn about 
their lives, care for their families, and 
share his own stories. Palestinians 
started to win the hearts of the 
Chilean people. They were accepted 

as part of their communities and 
became integrated, well loved, and 
respected. 

In the 1930s, businesses started 
to grow. Palestinians would send 
letters back to their homeland to tell 
the good news, and to invite their 
families to come and help, as there 
were promising jobs awaiting. Chile 
was a well-known place in the cities 
of Bethlehem, Beit Jala, and Beit 
Sahour, from where many young 
men started to travel to work with 
their relatives. 

The community in Chile was 
growing, and it was also blessed by 
the first Chilean-born Palestinians. 
According to Chilean law, every 
person born on Chilean soil is a 
Chilean citizen. Even though they 
were of 100 percent Palestinian 
blood, most had Spanish names, 
and even though they were raised 
with some of the Palestinian 

Palestinians in Chile were 
innovators: they started 
the first “delivery” 
service to bring products 
to their customers’ 
homes, they gave credit 
to the humblest people 
who did not have access 
to financing, and they 
cared for the families 
of their workers. They 
integrated into society 
and became one of 
the leading immigrant 
communities in the 
country.

Chileans of Palestinian Origin

A handbag factory named "Iris" in the early 1940s in Santiago, Chile, owned by Arab immigrants.
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traditions and values at home – 
specially the food – they were 
Chileans who grew up with Chilean 
friends in school, whose language 
was Spanish, and whose mentality 
was Latino.

Palestinian immigrants did not want 
their Chilean children to go through 
the same experience that they did in 
the beginning. They understood that 
the best way to strive and develop 
was through education, so they 
spent most of their earnings on the 
education of their children in the best 
schools and universities.

Half a century after the arrival of the 
first immigrants, Palestinians in Chile 
took two different paths. Those who 
lived in the cities and villages of the 
provinces settled down and invested 
in their own stores, which later 
became the most prominent outlets 
in those communities. They were 
highly respected families and became 
key players in the development of 
their cities and villages. This is how 
the saying came about that “in every 
small town or city in Chile, there is 
a municipality, a church, a square, 
and a Palestinian”. The Palestinian 
economic influence was beginning to 
take shape.

On the other hand, the Palestinians 
who lived in the capital city of 

Santiago started to take advantage 
of the economic momentum. 
During the 1950s, Chile promoted 
the industrialization of the country 
through the “Import Substitution 
Policy” which included government 
support on taxation and credits 
for capital goods. This opportunity 
was leveraged by the Palestinian 
community to start their own small 
factories, with handbags, clothing, 
and plastics being their favorite items.

But the industry that became 
a trademark for the Palestinian 
community in Chile was textiles. It 
started on a small scale, but then – 
some say by imitation – more families 
built textile companies that were key 
players in the Chilean economy. Their 
factories even had neighborhoods to 
provide housing for the workers, and 
regular urban bus lines even had their 
names as they brought workers from 
other places to their plants.

Families like Yarur, Sumar, Said, 
Hirmas, Comandari, and others 
were very well-known names in 
the country. And even though they 
had operations worth billions, the 
company owners typically were the 
first immigrants that had started from 
scratch. They remained faithful to 
their ancestral values: they had lunch 
everyday with the workers as one 

of them, asking about their families, 
and knowing them personally by 
name, thus becoming well-loved and 
respected bosses.

In the late 1960s, Palestinian families 
were leaders in the textile industry 
in Chile, widespread and nationwide 
retail operators, and owned three 
of the major banks, thus becoming 
highly influential economically and 
politically.

After the economic crisis in Chile 
during 1970-1973, and again in 
1982, when many companies in 
Chile were bankrupt, Chilean-born 
Palestinians of the new generation, 
from the 1980s until today, have 
become highly skilled professionals 
in every sector of the economy, 
as doctors, lawyers, engineers, 
business administrators, architects, 
etc., shifting the economic power 
of the community from trade and 

industry to the professional arena. 
As an example, just recently a 
foodtech start-up co-founded by a 
Chilean-Palestinian engineer became 
the first Chilean “unicorn”* with a 
billion funding deal in New York.

After 120 years, the Palestinian 
community is present in every 
field of the Chilean economy, 
with a diverse socioeconomic 
situation. Mainly an upper-middle-
class professional community, 
the Palestinians in Chile keep 
their forefathers’ values of 
entrepreneurship and education but 
are now fully incorporated and highly 
respected in the Chilean society. 

As opposed to the Palestinians in 
the Gulf, who do not hold their host 
countries’ citizenship but keep their 
language, the Palestinians in Chile 
are Chileans by nationality and do 
not speak Arabic. Along with the 
language, they have lost a big part of 
the ancestral culture and traditions, 
but never the sense of pride of 
belonging to the land where they 
come from: Palestine.

Jorge Daccarett is a former 
Chilean Ambassador to the United 
Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Qatar 
and Kuwait. He was also Senior 
Advisor for the Bank of Palestine 
in Latin America, and Executive 
Director of the Palestinian 
Foundation in Chile. In 2022 he 
reopened ChileArab Advisors, a 
consultancy firm he founded in 
2007, before his diplomatic career. 
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* “In business, a unicorn is a privately held startup company valued at over US$1 billion.” Wikipedia
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Urban bus line taking workers to the Yarur and Sumar family textile factories in Santiago.

The main office of the BCI Bank in the El Golf district 
in Santiago. Founded in 1937 by a Palestinian from 
Bethlehem, it is now the third largest bank in Chile.
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Chileans of Palestinian Origin

y name is Nadia Garib Musa. I am 47 years old, 
mother of two, Felipe (22) and Catalina (16), and 
the second of three children of Palestinian parents, 
Taufik Garib and Elen Musa. My parents came from 
the city of Beit Sahour. They were the only ones in 
their family who were forced to emigrate to Chile 
as a result of the economic disaster caused by the 

1967 invasion. Here, in Chile, they were met by an uncle of theirs who 
had emigrated years before and had set up a fabrics business in the 
Arab quarter of the capital city of Santiago. 

The fact that my parents had to emigrate, leaving their extended 
family behind, caused a sparkle of pain in our nuclear family, that 
gradually turned into a need for justice. This was the driving force that 
prompted my parents to participate in the founding of various Chilean-
Palestinian institutions, like the Arab School, the Palestinian Club, the 
Palestinian Ladies of Chile, and the Palestinian Sports Club. We thus 
grew up in a family where the preservation of the Palestinian identity 
played a dominant role. Our parents taught us the Arab culture, 
history, and language, and took us to Palestine at an early age.  All 
these experiences contributed to the establishment of an emotional 
bond with our family of origin, which persists to this day. 

The following section is an acknowledgment of successful 
professional Chilean women of Palestinian origin.

M

Nadia Garib

Furthermore, they taught us to be 
agents of change - responsible and 
persevering. Consequently, I was a 
good student at the Arab School, and 
I participated as the choir leader in 
the Palestinian folkloric groups, both 
at school and at the Palestinian Club. 
I studied medicine at the University of 
Santiago, Chile, and later specialized 
in child and adolescent psychiatry, 
a specialty that I practice both as a 
clinician and a medical teacher. It 
has also helped me to understand 
the process of my own identity 
and to assist several Palestinian 
refugee families, who have come to 
our country, in their path towards 
adaptation. 

In my several visits to Palestine, I 
grew to admire a people who struggle 
daily to remain in their own land. I 
understood the importance of the 
diaspora's continued assistance 
to the leadership of the Chilean-
Palestinian community's cultural 
and communications team, which 
is responsible for disseminating 
and providing information on 
Palestinian culture and identity, and for 
denouncing the dramatic situation that 
the Palestinian people are currently 
experiencing.
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t was 1 p.m. on Saturday, June 27, 2020, in Chile. 
Despite the coronavirus pandemic, with its restrictions, 
lockdowns, and depressing news, families of Palestinian 
descent sat eagerly in front of their televisions, ready for 
the launch of a long-awaited weekly program: ”Palestinian 
Land”. 

With Elizabeth Kassis as their humble yet passionate host, they 
traveled virtually to the land of their ancestors, walking the streets, 
visiting holy places, and meeting friendly, hospitable people. They 
delighted their virtual palate with Palestinian gastronomy, got to 
know artisans, and saw both ancestral and very modern industries 
- a kaleidoscope of images that is part of their genetic culture. The 
project, designed to promote tourism in Palestine, was carried out in 
cooperation with the municipality of Bethlehem.

To Elizabeth, Palestine is much more than a television show; it is the 
land of her ancestors - her land. And this was not her first project in 
her land. 

The following year, Elizabeth traveled to Palestine to introduce the 
concept of hippotherapy, a powerful healing method with horses, so 
that in the not too distant future, she could work with the Palestinian 
and Chilean governments to implement the first hippotherapy center in 
Palestine. What helped explain this project was the Chilean film “Artax, 
A New Beginning” which was screened at the Palestinian Film Festival, 

I

Elizabeth Kassis
and for which Elizabeth was executive 
producer. It tells the story of a resilient 
woman, her son with Asperger’s syndrome, 
and her healing relationship with horses.

But her time in Palestine was far from over. 
In 2019, after having bought part of their 
ancestors’ house on Star Street in Bethlehem 
in 2016, her family bought the second part of 
the family house and, with Elizabeth leading 
the project, decided to transform it into a 
small, high-end guesthouse, to be opened 
soon. Renowned Palestinian chef Fadi Kattan, 
who understands and shares the vision of 
his friend Elly - as Elizabeth is known to her 
friends - will be contributing to this project. 

Furthermore, Elizabeth founded the band 
Diaspora Trio with Victor Mahana. The 
group rescues and remasters the old 
songs that arrived in Chile with the first 
Palestinian immigrants, at the beginning of 
the twentieth century. Having collected them 
in several albums, they performed them in 
three concerts in Palestine, together with 
the talented musicians of the Edward Said 
Conservatory, and subsequently in more than 
a dozen informal concerts in streets, schools, 
and refugee camps, thus “returning” this 
music to Palestine.

In Chile, Elizabeth hosts television programs 
about horses, the countryside, and Chilean 
traditions - another of her passions. She 
runs her family horse farm where she breeds 
Chilean, Arabian, and Friesian horses, 
and was the first female director of the 
Association of Chilean Horse Breeders. She 
is on the boards of directors of her family’s 
companies as well as of the Arabic School of 
Santiago. She gives motivational speeches 
to various institutions in Chile and is also an 
artist, focusing on ceramics. 

However, her main - and most favorite - 
activity is being the mother of her ten-year-
old twins, Octavio and Augusto; wife of Juan 
Ignacio Izurieta; and stepmother of Josefina, 
Agustín, and Victoria, who, even though are 
not Palestinians by blood, they still feel a 
strong connection to that magical land.
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abriela Salvador is a third-generation Chilean 
Palestinian. Her grandfather Amador was born in 
Chile in 1910, three months after his parents arrived 
in the country with a prayer book in their hands. As is 
customary in Orthodox-Catholic families, they prayed 
every night for the best to come.

Twenty years later, Amador became a businessman. His son - Gabriela’s 
father, Gabriel - followed in his steps, not only at work but also spiritually, 
founding the first Spanish-speaking Orthodox-Catholic church in 
Santiago. With this background, Gabriela followed the path of becoming 
a successful business woman, while never forgetting her Palestinian 
roots and Orthodox-Catholic religion. 

Gabriela Salvador studied business and administration at the University 
of Chile, graduating with honors in 1991. Early on in her career in the 
financial world, she was recognized as a risk-taker who focused on 
creating high-performing teams. This resulted in her taking charge of 
more than twenty-five different divisions, thus gaining knowledge of most 
areas of the banking industry. But doing so also made her realize that 
most areas were led by men.

Some years later, she co-founded a boutique business named VanTrust 
Capital, with her husband, Patricio Nazal, a recognized businessman who 
is also of Palestinian descent. 

In Chile, she is considered a prominent woman, who advocates for 
a commitment to the ESG and the United Nations' 17 Sustainable 

Gabriela Salvador
Development Goals* as a condition for 
investment. In 2021 she was recognized 
as one of the hundred most influential 
women in Chile and a leader in the 
national rankings organized by the 
newspaper El Mercurio.

In recent years, she has given many 
interviews, on different platforms, to talk 
about issues such as the importance 
of women in the financial system, the 
importance of micro-medium-sized 
enterprises, as well as contemporary 
matters. She was the first woman to 
assume the position of Director of the 
Camara Chilena Árabe de Comercio 
(Chilean-Arab Chamber of Commerce), 
as well as the first woman columnist 
in the areas of finance and investment, 
for the leading business newspaper in 
Chile, La Segunda. In her column, she 
writes about the importance and benefit 
of making impact investments, which 
are now the center of the public funds 
offered by VanTrust Capital. 

G

She also founded the organization 
ChileConverge and Red América 
Conecta, both of which focus on 
providing tools and mentorships to 
entrepreneurs. She is a member of 
different boards of directors, such 
as GSG, Mujer Impacta, Social 
Entrepreneur, and is committed to giving 
tools to people, like entrepreneurs, 
to believe in themselves so that they 
can achieve their maximum potential. 
Today one of her main interests is 
bringing drinking water to rural places 
that lack access to it, and working with 
indigenous entrepreneurs focused on 
their ancestral culture, providing them 
with the tools to make their businesses 
profitable.

Gabriela has three children: Sofía (26) 
is a journalist, Fernanda (22) is studying 
finance engineering, and the youngest, 
Domingo, is a junior in high school.

Her brother is an Orthodox priest in 

Being recognized as a leader, she has 
participated in national and international 
forums, representing leading women in 
finance and the importance for private 
and public companies to contribute to 
the development of a sustainable and 
inclusive world for all. 

Santiago, and she used to be a catechist 
and a member of the church chorus. For 
Gabriela, being a Palestinian in Chile is 
a valuable trait that she is proud of and 
tries to promote everywhere she goes.

* Environmental, social, and governance (ESG) investing is a set of standards for a company's behavior. 
The 17 Sustainable Development Goals were agreed upon by the UN as a means of solving economic, 
social, and environmental challenges by 2030.

Gabriela Salvador with her father, Gabriel Salvador, her mother 
Michelle Broussaingaray, her children, niece and nephews.
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arcela Zedan is the Director of the Eugenio 
Chahuán Center for Arab Studies at the University 
of Chile, the oldest and most important university 
in Chile. The Center was established in 1965 and 
is the only research institution of its kind in Latin 
America. It was recognized by the Belén 2000 
Foundation (Bethlehem 2000 Foundation) as the 

most important institution for the dissemination of Arab culture in Chile.

Marcela was born in Santiago, Chile, but grew up in a cultural 
environment that followed the language, cuisine, and customs of 
Palestine. Her father, Nicolás Zedan, was a Palestinian immigrant 
who came to Chile from Beit Jala at a very young age, in the 1920s. 
Her mother, Lidia Lolas, was also of Palestinian origin from Beit 
Jala. Marcela created her own family with Eugenio Chahuán, also 
of Palestinian descent. They had three children together: Eugenio, 
Marcela, and Felipe.

Marcela has been interested in the language and history of her 
ancestors since childhood. She consequently oriented her studies 
toward the Arab world. She holds a degree in philosophy, with a major 
in Arabic language, from the University of Chile. In 1979 she was 
granted a scholarship by the Ministry of Higher Education of Egypt to 
pursue postgraduate studies at Ain Shams University in Cairo. She has 
co-authored Arabic language books for Spanish speakers, and is the 
author of Poetry Anthology of Modern Egypt.

Marcela Zedan

M

Marcela has devoted her life to 
research and the teaching of Arabic 
culture, history, and language - an 
interest  she shared with her husband. 
Eugenio passed away in 2019 and, in 
recognition of his exceptional work and 
influence in Arab studies, the Center for 
Arab Studies at the University of Chile 
adopted his name. 

As professor and director of the 
Center for Arab Studies, Marcela has 
organized and participated in countless 
courses, seminars, and activities 
related to culture, history, philosophy, 
poetry, cinema, and art in the Arab 
world and, in particular, in Palestine. In 
addition, she has trained generations 
of students in the Arabic language, 
becoming a cultural reference for Arab 
studies in Spain and in Latin America. 
Indeed, in 2005, the Rector of the 
University of Chile awarded Marcela the 
Valentín Letelier medal which is given 
to professors of outstanding academic 

merit. Furthermore, in 2011 she 
received an award for her forty years of 
dedicated and recognized work.  

Marcela is also part of Academics 
for Palestine, an organization that 
brings together several professors, 
in solidarity with the rights of the 
Palestinian people.

Marcela, her husband Eugenio Chahuan, and their 
children, Marcela, Felipe y Eugenio, in Beit Jala, in 2012
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 am a Chilean of Palestinian origin on my father's side and 
Syrian on my mother's side. I grew up in a home where 
those origins were identity signs of both an "Arabness" 
that we proudly defended against racist behavior, and 
of a "Palestinianness" that gave political meaning to and 
permeated our childhood. We grew up with the feeling 
of injustice when confronted with the dispossession and 

occupation of our ancestors' territories.

That feeling, those impressions have been present in my academic 
and professional life. Perhaps for that reason, when I was living in 
exile after the coup d'état that overthrew President Allende in 1973, I 
returned to Chile as soon as I could so as not to reenact the story of my 
grandparents, who died far from the land of their birth.

Regarding my career, I have always thought of "a successful woman" as 
someone who works hard, with conviction and commitment to what she 
does. And that is not always subject to public recognition. 

I am a journalist, writer, and a member of the academic staff at the 
University of Chile. I was distinguished with the "National Journalism 
Award,” the highest award granted by the Republic of Chile to those 
who have contributed to the country and to training the new generations. 

I

Faride Zeran
Chelech

I was also distinguished with the 
"Amanda Labarca Merit Decoration," 
awarded by the University of Chile to 
academics who have performed "with 
exceptional excellence in the field of 
their profession, in the field of culture, 
or in the service to the country." I also 
received the "Elena Caffarena" award, 
presented by the Region of Magallanes 
and Chilean Antarctica on International 
Women's Day. Both Elena Caffarena 
and Amanda Labarca were women who 
have marked the history of Chile on 
account of their struggles for women's 
rights and women's suffrage. 

I have founded and directed several 
cultural magazines, authored nearly 
a dozen books, some of which have 
received awards. I served as vice-
rector of the University of Chile, 
where I currently hold a tenured full 
professorship. I was appointed by the 
president of the Republic as president 
of the National Television Council - an 
autonomous state body that oversees 
the proper functioning of Chilean 
television.

As I write these notes, I receive the 
news that the Ramallah-based Lady of 
the Earth Foundation has distinguished 
me as Woman of the Year 2022. I am 
told that it is for my commitment to the 
Palestinian cause, and that at an award 
ceremony to be held in that beautiful city 
on November 15, an olive tree bearing 
my name will be planted in Jerusalem. 

I feel moved and honored by this 
acknowledgment. As I receive it, I think 
of my ancestors, of my children, Sergio 
and Alia, and of those who are resisting 
and fighting the occupation. Above 
all, I think of my colleague Shireen 
Abu Akleh, the Al-Jazeera journalist 
murdered by the Israeli army, to whom 
I dedicate this award, six months after 
her killing. 

SCAN 
TO SHARE
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rom the first day of being away from home, one starts 
yearning and thinking how to keep the connection alive 
with one’s origins and sense of belonging, beyond the 
place, but within one’s self. Diaspora communities strive 
between integrating into their new countries of residence 
and keeping their connection to their places of origin alive. 
For this reason, everyone in the diaspora has a story: a 

story of reaching out to relatives and long-lost families, stories of returns and 
of giving back. 

In Chile resides the largest community of Palestinians outside the Arab world - 
this being probably the most iconic phrase about Palestinians in Chile. But this 
community is also one of the oldest, traced back to the late 1800s. 

Our work, over the past years, to strengthen the relations between Palestine 
and its diaspora, through business and investment, has changed our 
perspective regarding the level of connections that have already been 
established between them. We had been oblivious to the thousands of stories 
that took place and continue to take place daily: of diaspora youth going back, 
seeing their ancestors’ homes for the first time, and meeting family members 
they did not even know existed; but also stories of those who never stopped 
writing and calling their relatives, of those who always go back to check on 
their families, of those who keep sending aid and contributing what they can. 
Palestinians in Chile, even up to five generations, have found ways to connect 
and to keep the bridges alive, despite all barriers: of language and distance, of 
culture, and of course of discrimination and apartheid. 

How to Move 
Forward Based on 
Past Experience

F

By Nicola Stefan 
and Marcelo Marzouka

But among all those beautiful stories, 
we also find stories of disappointment, 
rejection, and closed doors; stories of 
people who extended their arms and 
found no one to embrace; of those who 
knocked on doors that remained locked; 
and of many who aided and contributed, 
but found that all their giving was lost. 
With the passing of time, generation 
after generation, those negative stories 
also traveled among the diaspora. Their 
impact was mainly on those who were 
farther from home and lacked the means 
to connect, which led some of them to 
develop fear of rejection, lack of faith, and 
mistrust. The connection to home started 
to seem farther away, but was never lost. 

Thus, Chilean-Palestinians worked over 
the years, by every means available 
to them, to send aid and to support 
localities, and educational and health 
causes. The results of these contributions 
can be easily seen in Palestine, as new 
requests, ideas, and projects constantly 
reach the Palestinian community in 
Chile through different channels, and 
expectations on them continue to grow. 

We can easily understand why the 
Palestinian diaspora in Chile has always 
focused on reconnecting and giving 
back. The Palestinian diaspora yearns, 
we dare say, more than any other 
diaspora in the world. Unfortunately, only 
a handful of the diaspora can actually 
connect and get a chance to give back, 
due to the long distance from Chile to 
Palestine, the burden of cost and travel, 
the restrictions on arrival, and the lost 
language and connection to Palestine 
after up to five generations. 

The first Palestinians who, 
along with Syrians and 
Lebanese, arrived in the 
Americas, from the late 
nineteenth century until 
the middle of the twentieth 
century, initially suffered 
the rejection of their 
host societies, as a result 
of the global spread of 
Orientalism. Nonetheless, 
by the mid-1950s, their 
participation in commerce 
and industry, mainly textiles, 
was well-known in the 
Chilean society and market. 
Many families jumped from 
there to the banking sector 
and, some decades later, to 
retail. Today, although some 
derogative expressions are 
still heard, Palestinians in 
Chile are mostly thought 
of in positive terms as hard 
workers, family-oriented 
people, and welcoming 
hosts.

We, therefore, asked ourselves what 
we can do, what we can give to the 
diaspora, in order to help them reconnect 
and give back. The answer came in 
multiple forms, but in one spirit: create 

Chileans of Palestinian Origin
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This was our message to the diaspora: 
let us give back, but through partnerships 
and investments; by building with our 
families back home; by forming new 
ventures that are sustainable, create 
jobs, grow in time and become sources 
of funding for other ventures. And the 
diaspora couldn’t have wanted more 
than for this bridge to be built. The 
challenge was to overcome the distance, 
the different business cultures, timings, 
and languages, and to break the old 
stories of mistrust, by establishing 
communications, and building on the 
mutual interests and experiences of the 
diaspora with its home. 

Of course, this work with the diaspora 
cannot be limited to certain entities, nor 
to certain ambitions or objectives. There 
are ultimately thousands of stories that 
are waiting to be told - not only the big 
stories, where impact is measurable in 
one big instance, but also stories where 
every member of the diaspora has a 
chance to contribute and to keep the 
connection to their homeland alive in 
their hearts, whether it is through art, 
music, or writing, through business or 
humanitarian work, or even through a 
simple re-encounter with where we come 
from. 

One of the biggest obstacles we tackled 
was to maintain the sustainability and 
continuity of the human and business 
connections that we wanted to promote. 
Consequently, our work focuses on 
connecting people, building relationships 
to support their businesses, and 
sustaining them by studied and strong 
investments.

If we get an idea of how much our 
diaspora has contributed so far, we will 
be able to determine to what degree they 
can still help, and this leads us to the 
sustainability issue. Our past experience 
as a diaspora is that of many cases 
of interaction and collaboration, but of 
only a few with continuous impact, as 
our efforts have been somehow erratic, 
disconnected, and perhaps somewhat 
unstructured. In other words, our work is 
not sustainable over time. 

That is why we believe in contributing to 
an environment of sustainable support, 
of partnerships and investments, and of 
mutual projects and joint ventures. We 
can no longer think of the diaspora as 
only a source of giving back. The key to 
the future is to think how we can enable 
each other - Palestinians in Chile and in 
Palestine - to grow together and to use 
our passions, abilities, and knowledge to 
contribute to Palestine. 

Through Invest Palestine, 
investors have the 
opportunity to connect 
and build projects with 
Palestinian entrepreneurs, 
in order to develop local 
enterprises, to produce 
locally, to promote products 
that are not yet found in the 
Palestinian market, to find 
a substitute to imported 
products, to increase 
employment and ultimately 
to create a network of 
companies and factories 
that can strengthen the 

Palestinian economy. Most 
recently, Invest Palestine 
has been part of the pilot 
Development Impact 
Bond (DIB) model in 

Palestine, by which a 
social impact goal is 
met through private 

investment and 
the strategic 

and financial 
support 

of global 
outcome 

funders.

We created 
Invest Palestine 
to build bridges, 
to help the 
diaspora gain their 
trust and faith back, 
and to let them know 
that it is worthwhile to 
invest in their homeland. We 
advocate investing not strictly 
in business ideas, but also 
in our people; not solely with 
returns on investment, but also 
with measurable and sustainable 
impact; and not only to help our 
community, but also to create more 
stories of the diaspora, building and 
sustaining their relationship with their 
Palestinian homeland. 

Nicola Stefan is a Palestinian-Chilean 
impact investment and business 
growth executive and managing 
partner at Invest Palestine. His 
mission is to empower Palestinian 
SMEs (small and medium-sized 
enterprises) by believing in the 
potential of every person and every 
organization in Palestine to become a 
success story that is exportable to the 
rest of the world.

Marcelo Marzouka is a Palestinian-
Chilean lawyer and sociologist. His 
professional work focuses on impact 
investment contracts, and international 
auditing and due diligence processes. 
He is a senior partner at Invest 
Palestine, a university lecturer on Arab 
Studies, and a former member of the 
board of the Palestinian Community 
in Chile.
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more bridges by eliminating the barriers 
and by using technology, education, and 
expertise, to enable as many diaspora 
members to connect. With this in 
mind, we started Invest Palestine as a 
Chilean-Palestinian advisory firm aimed 
at promoting ties between Palestine and 
Latin America, by working with impact 
investment and entrepreneurship, so as 
to facilitate the financing of projects and 
businesses of Palestinian entrepreneurs 
in Palestine.

Chileans of Palestinian Origin

Nicola Stefan.

Marcelo Marzouka.
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epresentatives from Palestine, nine countries in Latin 
America, and the Caribbean (Abya Yala) countries, twenty 
universities and academic institutions from four continents, 
and several church bodies from across the globe convened 
in Santiago, Chile, November 4-10, 2022, to participate in 
a conference addressing the theme of Christian Zionism, 
and religious, political, and economic fundamentalisms. 

Leaders of the indigenous Mapuche community offered a spiritual welcoming 
ceremony to open the conference. 

Participants acknowledged that Christian Zionism is no longer a phenomenon 
of the Global North, having increasingly spread across the Global South, 
as a result of several expressions of coloniality and Anglo-Saxon empire. 
The conference looked at Christian Zionism from a geopolitical perspective 
as a Christian lobby in support of Israeli settler colonialism of Palestinian 
land and people, weaponizing biblical texts and theological constructs. 
Christian Zionist ideas are widespread in all Latin American countries, 
combined with far-right political and theocratic movements and systems 
of exclusion. Scholars of Jewish, Christian, and Muslim faith were in 
agreement in opposing Zionism embraced by Christians, Jews, and Muslims, 
as well as opposing the equalization of anti-Zionism with anti-Semitism. 

R
Courtesy of the conference planning committee

and Religious, Political and 
Economic Fundamentalisms:
A Palestinian-Latin American 
Conversation

Christian Zionism

Recognizing the pervasiveness of global 
apartheid, participants reaffirmed their 
commitment to resist all forms of racism 
and exclusion.

The presentations focused on how 
Israeli settler colonialism swarms all 
aspects of Palestinian lives by imposing 
a system and laws of apartheid through 
dispossession of land and resources, 
demographic engineering, and military 
occupation. It became clear that the 
State of Israel is not only supporting the 
spread of Christian Zionist ideologies, 
but is increasingly exporting military 
equipment, training, and surveillance 
technology to Latin America and 
beyond. 

Participants discussed strategies to 
address the challenge of Christian 
Zionism, settler-colonialism, and 
militarization, and formulated a set of 

recommendations for the work ahead, 
including:

• Set up geopolitical south-to-south 
interdisciplinary decolonial 
encounters, and interfaith and 
intersectional solidarity alliances, 
involving religious leaders and 
theologians, young people, 
emerging activists, feminists, artists, 
and indigenous people.

• Develop common Latin American and 
Palestinian networks and strategies.

• Use the 75th Nakba commemoration 
to highlight the ongoing settler-colonial 
project in Palestine and to engage in 
effective action. In line with current 
world practice, impose political, 
economic, and cultural sanctions on 
countries exercising illegal occupation.

• Translate Palestinian and Latin 
American theological and academic 
work into respective languages and 
make them accessible as tools to 
educate communities in both contexts.

• Encourage decolonial and socially 
responsible tourism to Palestine.

The conference ended with a cultural 
night at the Club Palestino in honor 
of the fact that Chile hosts the largest 
Palestinian diaspora in Latin America. 

Chileans of Palestinian Origin

The Palestinian delegation to the conference. The planning committee of the conference.

Poster of the conference.

Dr. Prof Rev Mitri Raheb with indigineous Chileans.
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Courtesy of Club Palestino

Club Palestino
Sports activities, a competitive spirit, and 
healthy habits play an important role in the 
lives of our members, which is why the 
Club's sports committee has enhanced 
the existing activities and also added 
new ones. This year, our members have 
been participating in football, basketball, 
and volleyball schools (for men and 
women, and for different ages), figure 
skating, tae kwon do, aikido, yoga, belly 
dancing (for children and adults), and power 
fit for children.

Thus, the Club is a second home to its 
members, where birthdays, marriages, 
baptisms, as well as other events and 
festivities are typically celebrated. In addition, 
we organize various social events, such as 
the celebration of Children's Day, with food 
stands, inflatable games, face painting, and 
storytelling; the celebration of the Chilean 
National Holidays, with games, music, and 
traditional Chilean and Palestinian dances; 
and the New Year party, with dinner, a DJ and 
a live Arab orchestra.

Finally, our Club is a source of unconditional 
assistance to all Chilean organizations and 
institutions that provide support and conduct 
dissemination work for the Palestinian cause. 
Accordingly, our Club sits on the board of the 
Palestinian Community in Chile, taking part in 
its decision-making process. 

The Palestinian Club is the soul of the 
Palestinian Community of Chile. It is the 
home of all Palestinians in Chile, and where 
Arab and Palestinian institutions throughout 
the country are welcomed and integrated. 
It is where they all meet and work together 
for the Palestinian cause, where they come 
together in a single voice that represents our 
longing as Palestinians for a free Palestine.

he Palestinian Club was founded on September 28, 1938, 
with the aim of being the meeting place for Palestinians 
in Chile. We strive daily to create new venues for culture, 
sports, entertainment, and work; to use our spaces in the 
best way possible; and to provide the best service to our 
members. Currently, the Club is located on 10.5 hectares, 

where there are courts for foosball, tennis, paddleball, and squash, as 
well as skating rinks, swimming pools, a gym and sauna, and children's 
playgrounds. There are 7 hectares of gardens along with cafeterias and dining 
rooms in which various celebrations can be held.

Our Club is mainly focused on receiving Arab members, as it aspires to 
be a place where Palestinian Arab cultural values and traditions can be 
preserved, developed, and promulgated, through language courses, and 
traditional dances and foods. For this reason, 88 percent of our more than 
four thousand members are of Arab origin. However, there is also a smaller 
percentage of non-Arab members, who must be presented by two active 
members and have their membership approved by the central board of the 
Club.

Of the cultural activities, the Arabic language classes stand out (taught by 
Omar Salamé, who has studied at the Institute of Languages of Bethlehem 
University) as do the Club's dabkeh group, which also gives classes to 
our members, and the Arabic dance classes (taught by Teresa Saba). In 
addition, for over five years, we have been holding "Nights of Traditions" 
every Thursday, during which our members with their families can enjoy live 
Arabic music, dances, and good traditional cuisine, in a relaxed atmosphere. 
Moreover, the Club houses the Palestinian Ladies Store, where various typical 

Palestinian items or items related to the Palestinian cause are sold, with 
the proceeds going toward educational scholarships for 

children and youth in Palestine.

T
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Judeh Abu Eid: 
Defeating Balfour 

Chileans of Palestinian Origin

By Xavier Abu Eid

ext week we’ll start the apricot season and we 
wish you were with us…” he read with a nostalgic 
smile. “Sido (grandfather), Sido, please keep 
reading,” said the eight-year-old grandson when 
Judeh stopped with a nostalgic look at a horizon 
that at this stage didn’t exist, as if his deep eyes 
could penetrate the Andes Mountains, cross the 

Atlantic Ocean, and arrive at the Jaffa port, buy a box of oranges, and 
keep going through Al-Lydd, Lifta, Al-Malha, and Al-Wallajeh, in order 
to surprise the family gathering in Al-Makhrour, spend a few days 
sleeping on the roof of the two-story house he built as a teenager, and 
later on go to the town in order to pray at Saint Nicholas Church and 
look at the quarry on the other side of the valley, in Al-Slayeb, where 
he would surely go to work with his friends Mahain, Yacoub, and 
Emcula. The group would go on to build luxurious villas in Talbiyeh 
and Qatamon, enjoying a light meal of hummus, white cheese, olive 
oil and za’atar and, if lucky, Judeh’s favorite: a piece of halawe 
(halva). 

“Yallah (let’s go), Sido. Please keep reading. How’re things in our 
country? Did anyone ask about me?” asked the grandson, trying to 
get his grandfather’s attention. Judeh was under an image of Saint 
George, a Palestinian saint, that he had brought with him for the three 
months that the journey Beit Jala – Jerusalem – Amman – Damascus 
– Beirut – Sicily – Rio De Janeiro – Buenos Aires – Santiago de Chile 
had taken him. What was Judeh thinking about that made him stop 
reading? 

“N

Perhaps he realized that this simple 
Palestine he was dreaming about 
was no longer there. Perhaps by 
then he remembered the refugees he 
saw arriving in Bethlehem, desperate 
and scared, repeating the name of 
“Deir Yassin”. In this Palestine, he 
was remembering that Jaffa was still 
the “bride of the sea,” before sixty 
thousand of its inhabitants were 
pushed away, and the orange groves 
were confiscated and destroyed for 
the benefit of a growing Tel Aviv. In 
this Palestine, Al-Lydd was in its 
glory, and he would pray at Saint 
George’s Church, before Yitzhak 
Rabin, under David Ben Gurion’s 
orders, provoked the largest 
expulsion that took place during the 
Nakba. 

“Sido, yallah. If you don’t want 
to read, at least tell me a story, 
like when you took a barrel of 
homemade arak to Ramallah, hiding 
it from the Brits because they had 

raised the taxes”. He smiled, but 
didn’t say much. In that Palestine, 
there would still be a flourishing 
Lifta that even hosted Armenian 
refugee families at the entrance 
of Jerusalem, and when 
reaching Al-Malha, he could see, 
between agricultural terraces, 
the Salesian Cremisan Monastery 
opposite his beloved quarry. The 
same Malha that was ethnically 
cleansed and whose inhabitants 
ended up living under the olive trees 
of our family neighborhood, later 
on renamed Aida Refugee Camp. 
Al-Wallajeh was also destroyed; a 
new village was built on the land 
left for them, which, in the decades 
after 1967, was encircled by walls, 
fences, and an illegal colonial 
settlement called Har Gilo.

Perhaps Judeh was silent because 
Al-Slayeb had been turned into the 
illegal colonial settlement of Gilo; 
because the villas he built in Talbiyeh 

Judeh Abu Eid, carrying his grandson Xavier, upon 
returning from a trip to Palestine..
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and Qatamon were occupied 
and looted, and by then were no 
longer inhabited by the people that 
had hired him and his friends. He 
was also lonely: his friends had all 
passed away in Palestine without 
him being able to attend any of 
their funerals.  

For some reason, Judeh stopped 
reading, but his look was no 
longer lost; he was looking at his 
grandson. “Who is Sido’s love?” 
“Meeeeeeeee!” would respond his 
grandson. “Now, can you please 
continue reading the letter and 
tell me if ammo (paternal uncle) 
Nakhleh is asking about me?” 
Oldest grandchild and male, the 
spoiled kid knew exactly that he 
was the center of attention in 
that traditional mindset. “Yes, he 
remembers well your first day 
of school, when you didn’t let 
anyone accompany you, but the 
two of us”.

The grandson realized that Judeh 
had become nostalgic. “Ok, Sido, 
time to leave the (grocery) store 
and close. We can go sit under the 
vines and eat something you like. 
What about some zeit w za’atar 
left in the kitchen? You make a 
fresh salad; I love how small you 
cut the tomatoes, cucumbers, 
and onions. Add a lot of olive oil, 
but please leave part of it without 
garlic and hot peppers so I can eat 
with you.” 

That dialog was taking place in the 
heart of one of Santiago’s most 
important neighborhoods, Los 
Leones, where that house had 
been turned into a small Beit Jala. 
In contrast to the neighborhood 
villas, surrounded by fine pines 
and other European trees, Judeh’s 
house had apricots, lemons, 
vines, and a fig tree, mixed with 
the smell of oregano, jasmine, 
and roses. He would enjoy a 

nearby mulberry (toot) tree and 
the neighbor’s olive tree which he 
would be allowed to harvest. A 
few years later, when the grandson 
realized that the trees were honoring 
Palestine, he brought an orange 
tree. “You see, Sido, we only had 
Beit Jala; now I’m bringing Jaffa.”

Growing up with his grandparents, 
this grandchild could never fully 
enjoy life in Chile. “Darling, the 
British sold us out; Ben Gurion 
expelled us; we lost Palestine,” 
Judeh would say with a sad 
voice, just provoking a strong 
reaction. “No, Sido! We didn’t, 
and, if anything, we’ll get it back!” 
- recreating a dialog repeated 
in thousands of Palestinian 
homes between Nakba survivors 
and younger generations. The 
grandchild didn’t know what 
Judeh’s expression was when an 
Israeli officer told him at the Israeli 
consulate that he was no longer a 
“resident of the territories” but they 
could “think about” giving him a 
tourist visa to go to his birthplace. 
And so, he repeated the trip back 
home as a “Chilean tourist” on 
several occasions, the last one with 
his grandson. “Now you’ll know 
how real laban (yogurt) tastes like,” 
Judeh told his oldest grandson. 

The kid was finally going to 
understand the years of his 
grandfather dismissing the high-
quality Chilean produce. “Yes, 
this watermelon is good, but you 
didn’t try those we had in the 
homeland,” was recurrent, just 
like with tomatoes, cucumbers, 
and even almonds. But the most 
important was certainly the quality 
of the apricots that sounded 
incomparable. 

“Mishmish, Sido! Are we going to 
eat mishmish?” sounded like the 
most important question. “You’ll 

have bread taboon. That’s real 
bread!” Nameh, the grandmother, 
would add. An orphan, Nameh was 
largely responsible for keeping the 
home like a Palestinian island in 
the middle of one of Santiago’s 
most prominent neighborhoods. 
“Come, darling. You have to learn 
how to roll vine leaves. I know you 
love them, and people no longer 
make them often, so you have to 
learn yourself,” she once told her 
grandson. Food at this stage was a 
way of keeping Palestine alive, and 
most of the family, knowingly or not, 
shared the centrality of each meal 
that would often be shared with 
others who were greatly impressed, 
not just with Palestinian culinary 
recipes, but overall with Palestinian 
hospitality.  

Years passed and that grandson 
grew older. Judeh kept the same 
simplicity of his years building 
villas in Talbiyeh and Qatamon, but 
became older and sick. Doctors 
would no longer recommend a trip 
over the Atlantic Ocean, and the 
Second Intifada had already started. 
Judeh’s Beit Jala was bombarded, 
and his grandson couldn’t but cry, 
looking at the images of destruction 
in the same streets he had walked 
for the first time only a few months 
before. After years of listening about 
Palestine, the grandson had been 
able to visit it with Judeh, finally 
being proud to be in his country.  

At that stage, when the Talbiyeh and 
Qatamon houses were inhabited 
by Israelis, and Al-Slayeb had 
been turned into a cold colonial 
settlement, Palestine for the 
grandson was still Palestine. Judeh 
and Nameh had managed to keep 
Palestine alive 13,000 kilometers 
away from home. It didn’t die like 
Balfour, Herzl, or Golda Meir would 
have predicted. 

Chileans of Palestinian Origin

The author on his first day of school, with his uncle Nakhleh and grandfather Judeh Abu Eid.
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One day the grandson left that 
home. “How are you going to leave 
me? Who will talk to me about 
the homeland now? Who will sing 
with me?” Judeh said, keeping 
that nostalgic look, making his 
grandson remember how they 
would sing Judeh’s favorite songs, 
from Abdel Halim Hafez to Abdel 
Wahab, Um Kalthoum, and the 
eternal hit Wein a Ramallah. “I’m 
going back to Palestine, Sido. I’ll try 
to do what you couldn’t do,” said 
the grandchild, with the inspiration 
of someone that only a few days 
before had received his bachelor’s 
degree. The grandchild then 
remembered that his grandfather 
was forced to leave school at the 
age of eleven in order to help his 
family. That grandson graduated 
thanks to Judeh’s efforts, and 
both knew that well when, at that 
moment of no return, they hugged 
each other.  

There was silence. The grandson 
remembered how every Saturday 
afternoon Judeh spent hours writing 
letters to his family that perhaps 
never reached Palestine; letters 
received by a postman who at 
this stage already knew by name 
members of the family in Palestine. 
He was going to try to do what the 
letters couldn’t. 

The day came. The grandson was 
ready to leave for the airport on his 
way to settle down in Palestine, 
and Judeh looked sad yet proud. 
“Please wait,” he said, going to his 
grocery shop and coming back with 
a few chocolates. “Take them for 
the road,” he said, trying to remind 
his grandson that the simplicity that 
a stonecutter brought from far away 
was also part of being Palestinian. 

Judeh, my grandfather, passed 
away almost a year later in Chile. 

The church was full of people, 
and many of my friends said that 
they were attending because he 
reminded them of Palestine. He 
managed to keep Palestine alive 
just like thousands of others did, no 
matter where they ended up.

Judeh, a simple man, ended up 
defeating Balfour, Ben Gurion, and 
others. Perhaps he died without 
knowing that, but he did.                

Xavier Abu Eid was born in 
Santiago, Chile, lives in Palestine, 
and still feels like Judeh’s spoiled 
grandson. He is a political 
scientist and holder of a Master 
of Diplomatic Studies and a 
Master of Advanced Studies in 
Mediation in Peace Processes. 
He is the author of “Rooted in 
Palestine: Palestinian Christians 
and the Struggle for National 
Liberation 1917-2004” (Dar Al 
Kalima University Press, 2022). 
He thanks Hiba Khoury for sharing 
stories about her grandfather 
Bishop Elia Khoury, and Diego 
Khamis about his grandfather 
Bishara Khamis.

 We wish you
 a Merry Christmas and
A Happy New Year

Merry christmas.pdf   5   11/29/22   4:05 PM
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Palestino: A Passion 
of More than One 
Hundred Years

Chileans of Palestinian Origin

By Diego Khamis Thomas

s Pablo explains to Benjamin, in a scene from the movie 
Secret in their Eyes, “A guy can change everything: his 
face, his house, his family, his girlfriend, his religion… 
God, but there is one thing that he cannot change, 
Benjamin, … he cannot change his passion.” For every 
fan of a team, the club they love is their passion. In my 
case, it is Club Deportivo Palestino (Palestinian Sports 

Club). To many, this may seem bizarre. It could even be seen as something 
irrational, but I think that in my case with Palestino, there is an explanation.

Unlike many, I don't remember when I went to see Palestino play for the 
first time. I assume it must have been in 1992 or 1993, in La Cisterna. 
I was born in October 1990. My dad, José, was treasurer of the board, 
chaired by Fernando Lama between 1988 and 1993, during that legendary 
campaign that saw the Club promoted in just one season. In other words, 
the Club was present in my life since my first months of life. My whole 
family are fans of the Club, and my grandfather and several relatives have 
been leaders of the institution.

Up to this point, my relationship with Palestino may not differ much from 
the stories of other clubs’ fans. What makes this relationship special is that 
Palestino summarizes several of my identity landmarks, things that mark 
you as a person. Palestino represents the contribution that the Palestinians 
and their descendants made to our country; it is the emblem of it, of a 
group of immigrants who knew how to integrate into the country, who 
learned how to love it, contribute to it, but who have never forgotten their 

A

roots. It is the symbol of integration. 
Our community is proud of the 
dedication that the Club shows to the 
lower classes: it doesn’t deal only 
with sport, but also does social work 
for thousands of Chileans. Palestino 
has changed the lives of many, 
especially with the football academies 

for minors in Jerusalem, Ramallah, 
Gaza, Bethlehem, and Beit Jala, since 
2020. We hope that there will be 
a Palestino academy in every 
Palestinian city. 

In addition, Palestino represents 
a different and peaceful form 
of resistance, of maintaining the 
flag of a country that cries out for 
its legitimate demands. This is the 
essence of the club. 

Although it was officially founded in 
1920, the decision to take the club 
to professional level came from the 
initiative of a group of young people, 
led by Father Raúl Hasbún. The latter 
said on the occasion of the 1947 
partition of Palestine: "Palestine is 
being erased from the map... In Chile 
we have to put it back on the map.” 
Professionalizing the Club would put 
the name of Palestine in the media 
at least once a week, first in Chile, 
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but hopefully in all of South America. 
With the intent of professionalizing the 
club, they took it to the Osorno Arab 
Olympiad in 1949, to finally see it debut 
in the Second Division in 1952, win the 
championship, and get promoted to the 
First Division. 

The dreams of these young 
Palestinians were supported by the 
great businessman Amador Yarur, 
who refused to change the name from 
Palestino to Arabe despite an offer of a 
large amount of money.

The objective was clear, and it has 
been fulfilled in excess: Palestino is 
Palestine. In times when many denied 
the existence of our people, in times 
when the flag was banned, it flew in 
Chile from north to south. In Chile and 
in South America, our identity could not 
be denied: Palestino is a club that is 
twenty-eight years older than the State 
of Israel. Along with globalization, its 
fans multiplied around the world: the 
Club made it possible for Palestinians in 
Palestine and in exile to follow the team. 
Not only Palestinians, but many people 
who feel themselves represented by the 
Club, since Palestino is, ultimately, a 
form of resistance, as embroidered on 
the club’s shirt: "More than a team, a 
whole people."

Palestino is the expression of my 
identity, just as it should be with all 
Palestinians and descendants of 
Palestinians who were forced to leave 
Palestine. I cannot define myself as 
plain Chilean: I am not that. Nor can 
I define myself as a Palestinian: I am 
a proud son of Chile. My identity is 
Chilean of Palestinian origin: I cannot 
forget either of the two parts - they are 
both very essential to my being.

That is what Palestino is: the living 
representation of my identity. We go 
to the field to support a Chilean team, 
but a large number of the songs are 
adaptations of Arab songs. The fans 
do not use the bass drum, like other 
teams in South America; we used 
the daf and tob'bale (as we call the 
derbake in Chile). In the stadiums, 
flags are sold not only with the Club's 
shield, as is the case with other 
teams, but also the Club and the fans 
are represented by the Palestinian 
flag. Vine leaves and Arabic cakes 
mingle with mechada (a typical 
Chilean sandwich) and peanuts, and 
swearwords in ancient Arabic are 
mixed with typical Chilean ones. That 
is Palestino: the clearest and most 
vivid expression of our Chilean identity 
of Palestinian origin.

I have always wondered if I would 
have been such a soccer fan if 
Palestino didn't exist. A goal from 
Palestino is a goal from Palestine; 
it is a goal from those immigrants 
who came to Chile looking for a 
destiny that they could not find in 
their own land; a goal from us, from 
their descendants who are as Chilean 
as we are Palestinian proud of our 
origin and history; a goal that is a 
joy for Palestinians resisting a brutal 
occupation. For me, Palestino is 
much more than soccer: Palestino is 
my identity; Palestino is my passion.

Diego Khamis is executive director 
of the Palestinian Community of 
Chile, a lawyer at the Catholic 
University of Chile, and secretary-
general of the Palestinian Club. He 
is a former president of the Youth 
Board of the Palestinian Club. He 
has also served in the Government 
of Chile, and has been advisor to 
several parliamentarians.
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The Palestinian 
Gastronomic 
Route around the 
Patronato Quarter

By Gazan Qahhat 
and Marcelo Marzouka

Chileans of Palestinian Origin

he Patronato Quarter is located on the north bank 
of the Mapocho River, which flows through the city 
of Santiago in an east-to-west direction. Formerly 
inhabited by the indigenous peoples of Chile, the area 
used to be called La Chimba, a term borrowed from the 
Quechua chinpa. During colonial times, this area was 
where the Spaniards lived - somewhat distant from the 

then small city of Santiago, which was the historic center. 

The subsequent commercial development of the area began in the 
late nineteenth century with the arrival of Arab immigrants - mainly 
Palestinians, Syrians, and Lebanese, but also Jordanians - who typically 
engaged in commercial activities as their main economic pursuit, 
offering a wide range of imported goods at a time when the domestic 
production capacity in Chile was limited. Later, during the 1920s, Arab 
immigrants established in this area many of the first Chilean textile 
factories. Several factory owners chose to live on the upper floors of 
their commercial premises in order to save money during their first years 
in this far-away land. This practice, however, made some members of 
the Chilean elite suspicious because the Arabic language sounded alien 
to them since they used to look to European culture as the desired ideal, 
certainly influenced by the Orientalist trends of the time.

It is also in this area that the Arab communities in Chile founded many 
of their institutions, such as the San Jorge Orthodox Cathedral in 1917, 
and the Syrian Polyclinic in 1927. 

T

Nowadays, the Patronato Quarter is also home to businesses run by Korean, 
Chinese, and Taiwanese immigrants, and has become one of the commercial 
sales areas best known to Santiago's residents. Here you can find a variety 
of textile and technology shops, as well as cafés and restaurants - familiar 
places that bring to memory traditional flavors through preparations such 
as mahshi (stuffed vegetables), shawarma, ceregli (filo pastry), or coffee 
with cardamom.

Fufu Bakery and Pastry Shop

In the late 1980s, Elias Abujeries 
opened a bakery and pastry shop 
in the city of Beit Jala, Palestine. In 
2012, he arrived in Chile and opened 
a branch of the shop in Santiago, 
which is currently under the charge 
of his sons, Johnny and George. 
In the beginning, it was a small 
establishment that only made bread, 
specifically pita bread, with no fat, 
chemicals, or preservatives. As time 

passed, Fufu Bakery gradually grew 
and increased their product selection 
by adding new offerings, such as 
Arab pastries. 

It is the perfect place to treat yourself 
to a coffee or hot chocolate, for 
example, and order some of their 
Arab sweets, such as fatayer, 
made of filo dough with a filling of 
apple and cinnamon, and topped 
with syrup; or baklava, made of filo 
dough, with a walnut and almond 
filling. You can also try the cylinder-
shaped pistachio ceregli, filled with 
pistachios and syrup; or the burma, 
made of filo dough threads and filled 
with walnuts and almonds.
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Gazan Qahhat is a journalist with a 
Bachelor of Arts in Social Sciences. 
He currently works at Redpal 
Communications Agency, which 
brings together various Chilean 
institutions of Palestinian origin, 
including the Palestinian Community 
of Chile, the Palestinian Club, and 
the Palestine Sports Club.

Marcelo Marzouka is a Palestinian-
Chilean lawyer and sociologist. He 
is a former member of the board of 
the Palestinian Community in Chile, 
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Al Amin Sweets

Amin and Fardos Melhem arrived 
in Chile fourteen years ago. These 
cousins are husband and wife, and 
their story is marked by fleeing. Their 
respective families fled Palestine after 
the founding of the State of Israel in 
1948 and settled in Iraq. The United 
States’ invasion of Iraq led them to 
flee again, this time to the refugee 
camp of Al-Tanaf, on the border 
between Iraq and Syria, along with 
other Palestinians. There, in a tent, 
with no basic services, and under the 
harsh desert conditions, they lived 
and struggled for two years before 
immigrating to Chile.  

Beit Jala Café

This café is named after the city 
of origin of most Palestinian 
descendants in Chile, which are 
estimated at five-hundred thousand. 
It serves Arab sweets, shawarma, 
and, once a week, stuffed dishes, 
such as vine leaves or zucchini. 
Alternatively, you can choose either 
kebab or baked kibbeh with rice.

The café is one of the favorites of 
the diaspora children, who visit the 
premises daily to chat about their 

Fardos narrates that they first arrived 
at a building on Santos Dumont 
Street. "But a Palestinian-Chilean, 
Nieves Abuhadba, helped us with the 
lease of a house, and we were able to 
set up our business,” he adds. Their 
establishment, called Al-Amin, is a 
pastry shop selling Arab sweets in the 
heart of Patronato. It not only serves 
the neighbors and nearby restaurants, 
but also customers from the eastern 
part of the capital.

main topic of interest: the results 
of the soccer matches played by 
the Palestino Sports Club. After 
every weekend, they enjoy lively 
discussions about the performance 
of the coach and the players, in a 
pleasant and friendly atmosphere.

This popular hangout is decorated 
with photos of its namesake city 
and significant sites, such as the 
Church of Saint Nicholas, Al-Majrur 
(a neighborhood in Beit Jala), and 
various family houses.

and a lecturer in Arab Studies at the 
Catholic University of Chile. He is 
also a partner at Invest Palestine, 
a consultancy firm that promotes 
ties between Palestine and Latin 
America through impact investing 
and entrepreneurship.
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• 5 in 10 youths in Gaza endure stress, anxiety, 
and depression.

• 7 in 10 youths in Gaza have social problems.

“We call traveling 'the journey of torment'. My 
parents live abroad, and I cannot wait to see 
them. It's because of the closure that I cannot 
reunite with them,” says Nouran Al-Zaeem, 23 
years old. “We want to live normally like others 
abroad. To live freely, be able to travel, have 
decent jobs, and nothing more,” added Nouran.

The Economic Impact for a Typical Youth in Gaza:
• Finding a job is extremely difficult. 

• 7 in 10 youths in Gaza are unemployed.

Two thirds of the youth in Gaza depend on 
their families for income and would accept 
any job offer, even if it were poorly paid or 
beneath their qualifications and skills.

3 in 10 youths in Gaza missed a job 
opportunity abroad because they could 
not exit on time.

“There are too many graduates in Gaza, 
and there are no jobs for them, including 
myself. We Palestinians are trapped in this 
spot. Nothing is even encouraging to plan 
for or establish a small business,” said 
Hind Selmi, 27 years old.

What's the Future Like for Gaza's Youth?
• 7 in 10 youths in Gaza believe there will be new rounds of escalation in the 
future.

• 7 in 10 youths in Gaza believe they won't live to witness a full day of electricity 
supply.

• 4 in 10 of youths in Gaza have no hope of getting a job in the next fifteen years.

• 6 in 10 youths in Gaza believe that travel procedures into and out of Gaza will 
never improve.

“Adolescence is a key phase for building core life skills 
and future aspirations. This is difficult and sometimes 
impossible for youth in Gaza amid rounds of hostilities, 
closed borders, and lack of hope for a job or stable power 
supply. As climate change and the limited resources in 
Gaza make the situation harder for most families, the 
need for a long-term political solution becomes more and 
more pressing by the day,” said the head of ICRC's sub-
delegation in Gaza, Mirjam Mueller.
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Gaza's Youth:
Suspended Lives,
Fading Opportunities 

Courtesy of the International
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)

Chileans of Palestinian Origin

n August 2022, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) 
conducted an online survey to measure the impact that fifteen years 
of restrictions on the movement of goods and people has had on the 
lives of youth in the Gaza Strip. These restrictions have significantly 
contributed to a steady deterioration in the economic and humanitarian 
situation in Gaza. 

We asked 385 participants who fall under the age group of 18-29 how they were 
impacted and what the future looks like in their eyes. Youth represent one-fifth 

of the 2.1 million population of Gaza. A whole 
generation of youth in the Gaza Strip has grown 
up knowing only closed borders, and the trauma 
of conflict and its painful legacies.

• 8 in 10 youths in Gaza feel they live an 
“abnormal life.”

• 9 in 10 youths in Gaza have been affected by 
the closure.

“The repeated escalations impacted us both 
economically and emotionally. You don't need 
to ask anyone in Gaza about their feelings, 
as mental health for everybody here has 

deteriorated. We are daily workers: if we work, today we can put food on the 
table. If we don't work, we simply cannot provide that,” said Yasin Haboub, 29 
years old.

Mental Health and Social Impact 
The needs of youth go beyond the economic dimension in Gaza, as half of the 
young people say that they endure significant mental health issues and one-third 
of them face social problems.

I
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Personality of the Month I

t 84 years old, Alberto Kassis has achieved everything he has set out 
to do in life. To the world he is a successful entrepreneur, a renowned 
businessman, a politician. Then, there is the private person, the family 
man.

Alberto was born in Chile shortly after his family - his parents and two older 
brothers - arrived from Bethlehem, Palestine. Like most immigrants, they arrived 
without speaking the language, with few belongings, and almost no money, but 
filled with the desire to give their children a better future. 

The father died soon after their arrival, and his mother, Mercedes, became the 
center of the family. She created a loving home, and under her strict but caring 
eyes, Alberto forged his character: strong, hard-working, determined, irreverent 
at times, but compassionate, affectionate, and protective of his own. At only 
twelve years old, he left school to work side by side with his brothers. 

Family is very important to him. With his wife of almost fifty-two years, Ana 
María, they exemplify a marriage based on love, respect, and companionship, 
where each enhances the other. A firm but loving father, he has taught his two 
daughters humility, simplicity, honesty above all, and the straight path - values   
that are being passed on to his six grandchildren so that they in turn pass them 
on to their own children. 

For him and his family, his native land has a special meaning. The Chilean 
countryside, with its animals and traditions, is the place where the family comes 
together. It also evokes memories of his beloved Palestine, a land that has always 
been part of his narrative. 

His love of his ancestral land coupled 
with an appreciation of the importance 
of education motivated Alberto to 
found, more than twenty years ago, 
with his two dear friends, the late 
José Said and Mario Nazal, the Belén 
2000 Foundation (Bethlehem 2000 
Foundation). Dedicated to raising 
funds for scholarships for Palestinian 
students, it has united the Palestinian 
community in support of children. 

More recently, Alberto and Ana María 
recovered part of his old family 
home on Star Street in Bethlehem, 
who together with George Al-Ama 
and the Center for Cultural Heritage 
Preservation (CCHP) restored it, 
and established the Dar Al-Sabagh 
Diaspora Studies and Research 
Centre, thus creating a bridge between 
Palestine and the diaspora. The 
impact of this institution, which has 
become the socio-cultural center 
of the city, welcoming tourists and 
locals, and hosting exhibitions and 
talks on Palestinian art and culture, 
has been felt beyond Bethlehem, 
throughout the Palestinian diaspora.

Alberto’s current project in Palestine 
is the restoration of another part of his 
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ancestral home and its transformation 
into a small guesthouse. Alberto and 
Ana María want visitors to have a 
complete experience in Bethlehem. 
Let them breathe Palestine, walk 
Palestine, eat Palestine, pray 
Palestine, and enjoy Palestine. In 
short, they want Palestinians of the 
diaspora, even for a few days, to feel 
in their hearts and veins how it is to 
live in Palestine.

Alberto Kassis: A Family Man

Chileans of Palestinian Origin
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aurice Khamis, a Palestinian from Chile, has been the president of 
the Palestinian Community since 2018. He is highly respected and 
regarded as an authentic person. Those close to him say: “He can talk 
with an ordinary person, a successful businessman, or a politician, and 
he will always be the same person.” That authenticity, coupled with a 

long history of working in the institutions of the community in Chile, and with natural 
leadership, allowed him to lead a group that achieved a great dream: to coordinate 
the vast majority of the Palestinian institutions in Chile under a single organization, the 
Palestinian Community of Chile. 

Maurice was born in Beit Jala, in 1949, the youngest of four children of Helwe Massu 
and Ishaq Khamis. In 1952, his father, a builder, decided to move his family to Chile 
to join his brothers. Their father, Jadallah, had gone to Chile in the first decade of the 
twentieth century. Ishaq later returned to Palestine, where he bought land and a quarry 
in the Al-Slayeb area.

Maurice lost his father at a young age. Upon finishing school, he entered the Faculty of 
Economics and Business Administration of the University of Chile, where he was active 
in university life. After completing his studies, he began his business career, founding 
the company Atika, an importer and distributor of construction materials. Later, 
together with other members of the Palestinian community, he established a textile 
importing business called Trama.

Maurice participated in one of the economic landmarks of the Arab Palestinian 
community in Chile: Banco Osorno. In 1986, ten families from the community (Khamis, 
Abumohor, Abuhadba, Aguad, Díaz Cumsille, Kassis, Kauak, Rishmague, Saieh, and 
Selume) led by Carlos Abumohor, bought the bank, and in ten years transformed it into 

one of the most important in the country. 
Today, Maurice is the owner of MK, the 
largest import and distribution company 
for construction materials, and remains 
linked to the fabrics sector through the 
INALEN Group, owner of the leading 
underwear brands in Chile. He also has a 
presence in the real estate world through 
Grupo Patio, one of the main holding 
companies in Chile, made up mostly of 
families from the Community, and with 
activity in countries in the region.

During his university years, he was 
president of the Youth Board of the 
Palestinian Club, a position for which he 
is well-remembered to this day. Later on, 
he was the leader of the Palestino Sports 
Club from 1978, the year the team 
achieved its second championship, until 
the 1980s. From the late 1980s to the 
early 1990s, he was the director of the 
Palestinian Club.

At the end of 2000, Maurice 
participated in the boards of directors 
of the Fundación Palestina Belén 2000 
(Bethlehem 2000 Foundation) and the 
Club Deportivo Palestino (Palestino 
Sports Club). In 2010, he stated that the 
only way to strengthen the Palestinian 
position in Chile is through the unity 
of the community. Consequently, 
he participated in the joint efforts of 
the various Palestinian institutions, 
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especially in the political sphere, 
leading to common activities, such as 
parliamentary trips, through which more 
than a hundred Chilean congressmen 
visited Palestine, and the TAQALID 
festival for the Palestinian Diaspora of 
Latin America that first took place in 
Chile in 2017 and in Lima in 2019.

In 2014, Maurice was elected president 
of the Palestinian Club. In 2018, a single 
umbrella institution was formed that 
brought together most of the Palestinian-
Chilean organizations. Maurice was 
elected its president that year and 
re-elected in 2020, holding the position 
to this day.

Maurice has four children with Liliana 
Jadue, and eight grandchildren. He is 
passionate about tennis and Arabic 
music, and he is famous in the 
community for playing the oud and 
dancing dabke socially.

Maurice is one of the most admired 
people of our community in Chile, not 
only by its members, but also by society 
in general.

Maurice Khamis
During a visit by Maurice Khamis to 
Bethlehem University in 2018 where he 
met Vice Chancellor Brother Peter Bray.
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eorge Al-Ama is a distinguished researcher, academic, and collector, who in 
his young and burgeoning career has significantly contributed to Palestinian 
art and cultural heritage. Few can keep up with George: he is constantly 
active in different positions, working simultaneously on exciting projects 
- whether preparing for an exhibition, a conference, an auction, or going 

on a field trip to a cemetery or an abandoned house to gather a missing piece for his 
research.

Growing up in Bethlehem, George was surrounded by the finest of Palestinian 
handicrafts as he would regularly accompany his father to the family’s souvenir shop. 
After completing his Bachelor of Arts in English Literature and Commerce at Bethlehem 
University, he joined the family souvenir business. During this time, he witnessed how 
Russians came to Palestine in search of Russian icons to purchase and take back to 
their homeland. This experience greatly influenced George and triggered him to search 
for and safeguard his own heritage.

The journey began by researching his family’s history and learning that, at the end of 
the nineteenth century, the Al-Ama family was deeply rooted in Chile, working in the 
mother-of-pearl trade. This inspired George to continue his research in material culture 
in Palestine. He took on several projects as a researcher, including with the Centre for 
Cultural Heritage Preservation (CCHP) where he documented residential mansions in 
Bethlehem from the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In parallel, he pursued a 
Master’s degree at Al-Quds University, which allowed him to delve deeper into the history 
of the mother-of-pearl craft in Bethlehem. During this time, he was also a member of the 
national team that spearheaded the campaign which led to Star Street and the Church of 
the Nativity being inscribed by UNESCO as a World Heritage Site in 2012.

Over the last two decades, driven 
by his passion and determination to 
preserve Palestinian cultural heritage, 
George has gathered an extensive 
collection of artifacts from Palestine, 
including photographs, maps, costumes, 
handicrafts, and icons, as well as 
modern and contemporary art. Over the 
years, he has ensured his collection is 
accessible, through regular partnerships 
with local and international museums, 
organizations, and scholars, that 
showcase and study it. In Palestine, 
his collection has been exhibited at the 
Palestinian Museum, the Birzeit University 
Museum, the A.M. Qattan Foundation, the 
Al-Ma’mal Foundation for Contemporary 
Art, the Palestinian Art Court Al-Hoash, 
and many other spaces. Internationally, 
the collection was exhibited at the Arab 
World Institute in Paris and the Museum 
of the Bible in Washington, DC. 

George has worked as a consultant and 
professional advisor to several institutions 
and private foundations, building art 
collections, presenting cultural programs, 
and developing partnerships. Most 
notably, in 2012, he became an advisor 
to the Bank of Palestine and initiated their 
art collection. His position with the bank 
expanded over time: he currently works 
in the development of relationships with 
churches and diaspora communities. 
In 2017, he also joined the Custody of 
the Holy Land in Jerusalem and recently 
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became a member of the scientific 
committee of the Terra Sancta Museum, 
guiding and advising the Custody on the 
establishment of the museum and its 
Palestinian collection. 

George’s latest project is the Dar Al-
Sabagh Diaspora Studies and Research 
Centre,which was established in 2018, 
along with Kassis - Sabagh family, and 
the CCHP. The center seeks to develop 
bridges of cooperation with the diaspora, 
and has become a reference point for 
anyone who wants to return and explore 
Palestine, to learn about their ancestral 
roots and cultural heritage. He also 
lectures at Dar Al-Kalima and Birzeit 
universities on art-related topics.

Outside of his professional life, George is 
committed to voluntary community work, 
currently serving on several boards, 
including the Bethlehem Development 
Foundation, the Power Group, and the 
John Paul II Foundation. Despite his busy 
schedule and responsibilities, he always 
finds time to be there for his family, 
friends, and loved ones. He is loyal, kind, 
and generous, and always has his door 
open, welcoming everyone who comes 
his way. 

George Al-Ama
De Facto Patron of Palestinian Art

During a fundraising 
event for the Bethlehem 
Development Foundation 
in New York.
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 don’t know what I expected to feel when I met Maryam Abu 
Awad. We were waiting for her in Beit Jala’s Chile Square, under 
the commemorative plaque and the tepid March sun, next to some 
soldiers who might have been Palestinian. I don’t know whether 
I expected to see in her some familiar feature or feel a throb of 

connection, hear a ding of genetic recognition. Suddenly somebody raises a 
hand and crosses the street toward us, gesticulating. Nothing. No emotion, 
only uncertainty: this could be a mistake. This short, almost elderly woman 
could be looking for a niece or a relative who is not me. And now the woman 
is hugging me without asking if I’m really who she thinks I am. The less 
skeptical side of my brain demands that I play the role for which I have 
traveled all this way and return her kiss, her embrace, and follow her home. 
We head off down the side streets and cross a field and then a vacant lot that 
offers a shortcut but also leaves me unsteady on my feet. Not her, though. 
She complains about being old, but she is leaving me behind with humiliating 
speed. I limp after her - all this walking on so-called holy land has made my 
heels sore. I hear her ask a bit anxiously about my friends, who are trailing 
after us: are they Jewish or Muslim? (My father asked me the same thing 

I

By Lina Meruane

 Translated into English by Andrea Rosenberg
Excerpt from Palestina en Pedazos (revised, expanded, and definitive 
edition of Volverse Palestina, originally published in 2014). Current 

Spanish edition, Penguin Random House, 2021. 345 pages, Paperback.

about Ankar in an e-mail, and after my long 
explanation replied, “Your friend must be an 
exception.”) I fend off Maryam’s question with 
one of my own that I’ve been ruminating on for 
months - the question of our shared last name. 
I want to know whether there is a Saharan or 
an Algerian connection. Whether the name is a 
phonetic translation of the Arabic into Spanish. 
Whether it might come from a name such as 
Marwan or Maruani that was transformed 
during the tumultuous migration process at the 
beginning of the twentieth century. Maryam, 
who has a Meruane after her Abu Awad, 
interrupts me in her rusty Spanish from the 
now long-ago years she spent in Chile: You 
are not Meruanes. I hurry to catch up with her 
despite my aching heels and say: What do 
you mean, we’re not Meruanes? No, she says 
calmly. You’re Sabas. Sabaj?, I ask, almost 
stating it, Sabaj or Sapaj, because relatives 
from that side of my family were given two 
different spellings when they reached Chile. 
No, no, she says again, Saba. The Sabajs are 
another group. And then follows a genealogical 
or clannological explanation in a Spanish as 
confusing as the story she never finishes 
telling me. She stops in front of a large house 
and exclaims, Here it is, we’ve arrived. But 
I don’t look at the enormous whitewashed 
bulk in the upper part of the city. Something 
is turning over in my head. Something is 
tumbling down. If I’m not a Meruane, then 
this woman who says she’s my relative isn’t 
actually mine at all. But it’s even worse: if 
we’re not Meruanes, then who am I?

Lina Meruane is a Chilean writer and 
professor, of Palestinian and Italian descent. 
Her work, written in Spanish, has been 
translated into twelve languages. In 2011 she 
won the Anna Seghers-Preis for the quality of 
her work, and in 2012 the Sor Juana Inés de 
la Cruz Prize for her novel Sangre en el ojo.
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Hotel Montana
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Lina Meruane (Santiago de Chile, 1970) 
ha publicado las colecciones de cuentos 
Las infantas (1998) y Avidez (2020) y 
las novelas Póstuma (2000), Cercada 
(2000), Fruta podrida (2007), Sangre en 
el ojo (2012) y Sistema nervioso (2018). 
Es también autora de los libros de ensayo 
Viajes virales (2012), Contra los hijos 
(2014) y Zona ciega (2021) y del ensayo 
lírico Palestina por ejemplo (2018). Palestina en pedazos
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Palestina en pedazos amplía y profundiza la reflexión 
que Lina Meruane inició en 2012, tras un viaje a 
Beit Jala que constituiría un paradójico volver a 
casa en nombre de quienes nunca pudieron regresar. 

Desde esa posición acaso desautorizada pero 
políticamente comprometida, Meruane escribió la 
crónica que abre este volumen –«Volverse Palestina»– 
y continuó escribiendo porque, como diría después, 
«por más que una ponga un punto final, la terrible 
realidad de la ocupación ha continuado».  

A esas páginas se sumó una segunda parte 
–«Volvernos otros»–, una aguda y audaz meditación 
en torno al lenguaje del conflicto, y una tercera, 
hasta ahora inédita –«Rostros en mi rostro»–, en la 
que se repiensa la identidad individual y colectiva 
impresa en las caras y en las lenguas así como los 
contrasentidos culturales que los cuerpos portan. 

Los tres textos aquí reunidos examinan pertenencias 
esencialistas, excluyentes, proscritas e inestables a través 
de una escritura que funde el aire melancólico de la 
memoria, la agilidad de la crónica viajera, la ironía crítica 
y el toque reflexivo a la vez que atrevido del ensayo. 

Diseño de cubierta: Penguin Random House Grupo Editorial  | Julio Valdés B.
Fotografía de solapa: Lorena Palavecino Hunting

«Una escritora deliberada e 
inmensamente dotada que entiende 
cómo el trauma político se conserva 
para siempre en el cuerpo».

Azareen Van Der Vliet Oloomi, 
The New York Times 

www.penguinlibros.com

penguinlibroscl Penguin Chile
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Your name is not Meruane

Chileans of Palestinian Origin
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My Grandfather Khalil

Marcela Salman Manzur

My Grandfather 
Khalil AN IMMIGRANT JOURNEY

THIS BOOK IS an intimate account of the 
author’s journey to discover her identity 
by digging up her ancestors’ past and their 
struggle to start a new life in a foreign 
land. Researching the life stories of her 
grandparents helped Marcela Salman Manzur 
understand the significance of her grandfather 
Khalil’s mandate in 1904, as a young man 
of only 18 years of age, charged with 
immigrating to South America, the “continent 
of hope.”

Written with passion and honesty, My 
Grandfather Khalil exposes the enormous 
sacrifices and challenges Palestinians 
encountered as immigrants at the end of 
the 19th century. Their story is beautiful 
yet also sad. They faced discrimination for 
decades; with time, they prospered thanks 
to their tenacity and the love and promises 
that bound them to their families to become 
vital forces and valued members of the new 
society.

An inspiring story written by a granddaughter 
who departed from the land her ancestors 
immigrated to and fortuitously lived in the 
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan more than 
a century later, where she discovered many 
unknowns. She familiarized herself in depth 
with Arab heritage and customs and was 
determined to find her ancestors’ century-old 
home, still standing in Beit Jala, Palestine. 

Her efforts to document her ancestors’ lives 
are full of emotions and pride and should 
encourage others to search for and relate to 
their roots.

MARCELA SALMAN MANZUR was 
born and raised in Chile by parents of 
Palestinian origin. She obtained a BA 
degree in economics in Chile and a 
Master’s in marketing and economics in 
the United States, where she lived most of 
her adult life with her husband and three 
children. She worked for a few years 
with her father in the family business 
and later in the fashion industry in New 
York. She is a passionate traveler and 
writer. She has written several short 
stories about her journeys and this is her 
first published book. Besides living in the 
United States, she also lived in Jordan 
and the Philippines. At present she resides 
with her husband in Southern Europe.
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 View from my great-grandparents’ house to the garden,
Beit Jala, 2015

AN IMMIGRANT JOURNEY

his book is an intimate account of the author’s journey to discover 
her identity by digging up her ancestors’ past and their struggle to 
start a new life in a foreign land. Researching her grandparents’ 
life stories helped Marcela Salman Manzur understand the 
significance of her grandfather Khalil’s mandate in 1904, as a 

young man of only 18 years of age, charged with immigrating to Chile, 
South America, the “continent of hope.”

Written with passion and honesty, My Grandfather Khalil exposes the 
enormous sacrifices and challenges Palestinians encountered as immigrants 
at the end of the nineteenth century. Their story is beautiful yet also sad. 
They faced discrimination for decades; with time, they prospered thanks to 
their tenacity, and the love and promises that bound them to their families, to 
become vital forces and valued members of the new society.

T

“Slowly, Khalil began to adjust to 
this unaccustomed way of life by 
socializing with Palestinian families 
and having no interaction with the 
world outside, except for what was 
needed to do his work. But the new 
country was different altogether: 
the scenery, the food, the people, 
and the daily hardships of being a 
foreigner. It was hard to adapt to an 
entirely unfamiliar society and be 
accepted. They were acutely aware 
of being an unwanted immigrant in 
a country where individuals did not 
accept them quickly, but instead 
were harsh and rude to them most 
of the time.” (From My Grandfather 
Khalil)

An inspiring story written by a 
granddaughter who departed from 
the land her ancestors immigrated 
to and fortuitously lived in the 
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan more 
than a century later, where she 
discovered many unknowns. She 
gained in-depth knowledge of Arab 
heritage and customs, and was 
determined to find her ancestors’ 
century-old home, still standing in 
Beit Jala, Palestine. 

Her efforts to document her 
forefathers’ lives are full of 
emotions and pride, and should 
encourage others to search for and 
relate to their roots.

Marcela Salman Manzur is a 
Chilean writer of Palestinian 
descent. My Grandfather Khalil, 
An ImmIgrAnt Journey is her first 
published work.
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of hope.”

Written with passion and honesty, My 
Grandfather Khalil exposes the enormous 
sacrifices and challenges Palestinians 
encountered as immigrants at the end of 
the 19th century. Their story is beautiful 
yet also sad. They faced discrimination for 
decades; with time, they prospered thanks 
to their tenacity and the love and promises 
that bound them to their families to become 
vital forces and valued members of the new 
society.

An inspiring story written by a granddaughter 
who departed from the land her ancestors 
immigrated to and fortuitously lived in the 
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan more than 
a century later, where she discovered many 
unknowns. She familiarized herself in depth 
with Arab heritage and customs and was 
determined to find her ancestors’ century-old 
home, still standing in Beit Jala, Palestine. 

Her efforts to document her ancestors’ lives 
are full of emotions and pride and should 
encourage others to search for and relate to 
their roots.

MARCELA SALMAN MANZUR was 
born and raised in Chile by parents of 
Palestinian origin. She obtained a BA 
degree in economics in Chile and a 
Master’s in marketing and economics in 
the United States, where she lived most of 
her adult life with her husband and three 
children. She worked for a few years 
with her father in the family business 
and later in the fashion industry in New 
York. She is a passionate traveler and 
writer. She has written several short 
stories about her journeys and this is her 
first published book. Besides living in the 
United States, she also lived in Jordan 
and the Philippines. At present she resides 
with her husband in Southern Europe.
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 View from my great-grandparents’ house to the garden,
Beit Jala, 2015
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Book launch at Tiraz Centre, Amman, on 
November 8, 2022.
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Book of the Month III

atin America has the largest Palestinian diaspora community outside 
the Arab world as well as the biggest Christian Palestinian community 
in the world, even in comparison to the original homeland. Palestinian 
emigration to Latin and Central America is considered one of the 
earliest in Palestine’s modern history. In the late nineteenth century, 

many Palestinian Christians took boats and mules alike to reach opportunities on 
the continent of America. Dar al-Kalima University is proud to be one of the first 
universities to invest in researching Latin America’s Palestinian roots. 

Latin Americans with Palestinian Roots, a book edited by Viola Raheb, represents 
the first attempt to shed light on the historical and current Christian Palestinian 
presence in Latin America, with special focus on Honduras, El Salvador, 
Nicaragua, Guatemala, Costa Rica, and Chile. The five articles in the book 
cohesively outline how Palestinian Christianity has interacted with and continues 
to influence Latin American societies politically, socially, and economically. 

L

Edited by Viola Raheb

Published by Diyar Publisher, 2012

120 pages, US$16.00
Available from Dar al-Kalima University (www.daralkalima.edu.ps) and 

Amazon (paperback and Kindle)

About this book 

Palestinian emigration to Latin and Central America is considered one 
of the earliest in the modern history of the Palestinian people. Today, 
Latin America has the biggest Palestinian Diaspora community outside 
the Arab world. At the same time, and taking into consideration the 
fact that the majority of this Diaspora community is of Christian 
Palestinian background, it also stands for the biggest Christian 
Palestinian community in the world, even in comparison to the 
original homeland. While ethnicity and culture have been discussed 
when addressing the Palestinian Diaspora in Latin America, the aspect 
of religion has been almost absent when addressing the experience 
of the Christian Palestinian Diaspora in Latin America. This book 
represents the first attempt to shed light on the Christian Palestinian 
presence in Latin America, with special focus on Honduras, El 
Salvador, Nicaragua, Guatemala, Costa Rica, and Chile. At the same 
time, this book represents a new perspective on studying the Christian 
Palestinian presence in Latin America, since it comes within the 
initiative “Palestinian Christians: Strengthening Identity, Activating 
Potential” of Diyar Consortium (Bethlehem/Palestine). 

Latin Americans
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Latin Americans with 
Palestinian Roots

Chileans of Palestinian Origin

Included in the book are: Sisters 
and Brothers in the Diaspora: 
Palestinian Christians in Latin 
America by Viola Raheb; The 
Formative Stages of Palestinian 
Arab Immigration to Latin America 
and Immigrants’ Quest for Return 
and for Palestinian Citizenship 
in the Early 1920’s by Adnan A. 
Musallam; Political Participation 
and Economic Success of the 
Palestinians of Christian Origin 
in Central America by Roberto 
Marín-Guzmán; Palestinian 
Diaspora in Central America - A 
Story of Hardship and Success by 
Manzar Foroohar; and A Century of 
Palestinian Immigration to Chile: 
A Successful Integration by Nicole 
Saffie Guevara and Lorenzo Agar 
Corbinos. 

Nicole Saffie Guevara and Lorenzo 
Agar Corbinos, in their article A 
Century of Palestinian Immigration 
to Chile: A Successful Integration, 
describe Palestinians traveling to 
Latin America:

“The journey was hard. The 
migrants had to buy a third-
class passenger ticket or board 
cargo ships, where they were 
accommodated in between luggage. 
Despite the precariousness of the 
journey, however, this time allowed 
them to establish contacts and 
obtain useful information on their 
destination.”

Guevara and Corbinos detail the 
challenges of getting to Chile:

“There was a daring group of 
travelers who decided to go to 
the end of the world: Chile. That 
crossing was a challenge. It began 
in the city of Mendoza, Argentina, 
in the foothills of the Andes, where 
the adventurers had to wait for 
the weather to settle down before 

crossing the mountains. Then 
they undertook the journey on 
mules, challenging for about four 
days dangerous cliffs and the cold 
Andean Mountain range in order 
to reach the city of Los Andes on 
Chilean soil.”

Guevara and Corbinos continue with 
Palestinian integration into Chilean 
society:

“One can see here an increased 
integration of Palestinians and 
Arabs in general in the Chilean 
society. At the same time, however, 
there is still interest in maintaining 
and safeguarding their identity, as 
well as in preserving the values 
and customs handed down from 
generation to generation. That is to 
say, the paradox of our globalized 
world is on the one hand, to share 
as a whole, but on the other, to 
differentiate oneself from another. 
This was the case for those with 
Arab roots.” 

The in-depth narratives, 
comprehensive research, and 
insightful discussions together 
create an example of excellent 
academic work in Raheb’s Latin 
Americans with Palestinian Roots. 

Courtesy of Dar al-Kalima University
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Chilean Art with Arab Roots

hile has the largest Palestinian community in the diaspora outside of the 
Middle East, with outstanding members in all areas of human endeavor. It 
is my privilege to introduce here a number of artists of different generations 
who, with hard work and their hearts close to their roots, have developed 
their own path in the diverse world of art and a unique view of the world.

C

Artist of the Month

By Victor Mahana

Salamé’s work is represented in private 
and public collections throughout the 
world, including the National Gallery of Art 
and the National Museum of Women in the 
Arts, Washington, DC, and the Baltimore 
Museum of Art. It has been presented 
in noteworthy exhibitions such as at the 
Contemporary Museum, Baltimore; the 
Museum of Fine Arts, Santiago, Chile; the 
Katonah Museum of Art, Westchester, 
NY; El Museo del Barrio, New York; the 
Milwaukee Museum of Art; the Denver 
Museum of Art; the Miami Art Museum; 
the National Museum of Women in the 
Arts, Washington, DC; and the Museum of 
Goa, India. 

Salamé’s work is included in numerous 
publications, notably: The Contemporary 
Museum: 20 years, by Irene Hoffman 
(2011); Latin American Women Artists 
of the United States, by Robert Henkes 
(1999); and Latin American Art in the 
Twentieth Century, by Edward J. Sullivan 
(1996). 

Major projects include: We The Migrants: 
Fleeing/Flooding (2019); The Women’s 

Soledad Salamé 
Santiago, Chile, 1954

Salamé’s grandparents on both sides 
came from Bethlehem. She was born 
in Chile and graduated from Santiago 
College (1972). She then completed her 
advanced studies at CEGRA (Centro de 
Enseñanza Grafica) and CONAC (National 
Council of Culture) in Caracas, Venezuela 
(1979). During her time in Venezuela, 
1973-1983, she was exposed to the 
rainforest - a pivotal experience in her 
artistic development, that continues to be 
a source of inspiration. 

She moved to Washington, DC, in 1983, 
and subsequently, in 2009, established 
a vibrant print studio in Baltimore, 

where she lives now. Salamé remains 
an active member of the Baltimore arts 
community and a lifelong educator. As an 
interdisciplinary artist, she creates work 
that originates from extensive investigation 
into specific topics. In the pursuit of new 
ideas, she has conducted intensive field 
research in the Americas, Antarctica, 
and beyond. Her current project, We The 
Migrants: Fleeing/Flooding, was a travel 
exhibition at Goya Contemporary Gallery 
in Baltimore. The exhibition is based on 
migration resulting from climate change, 
and exacerbated by social and political 
impact. 

March (2017); Are you listening? (2016); 
Territories (2013-14); Barcodes: Merging 
Identity and Technology (2012); Corridor, 
Art Museum of the Americas, Washington, 
DC; Where Do you Live? 3000 Miles of 
Maryland Coast (2009); Aguas Vivas 
(2005); and the Labyrinth of Solitude, 
Museum of Fine Arts in Santiago, 2001.

Alfredo Jaar

Santiago, Chile, 1956

Born into a family of Palestinian origin, Alfredo Jaar is an artist, architect, and 
filmmaker who lives and works in New York City. He is probably one of the most 
important and well-known Chilean artists worldwide, with his work having been 
shown extensively, notably in the Biennales of Venice (1986, 2007, 2009, 2013), São 
Paulo (1987, 1989, 2010, 2021) and documenta in Kassel, Germany (1987, 2002).

Jaar studied film directing at the Chilean-North American Institute of Culture in 1979, 
and architecture at the University of Chile until 1981. During this period, he began his 
artistic work and became known in the Chilean art circuit with works such as Estudios 
sobre la felicidad (1979-1981).

His work can be found in the collections of dozens of private individuals and 
institutions such as the Museum of Modern Art and the Guggenheim Museum, New 
York; the Art Institute of Chicago and the Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago; 
the Museum of Contemporary Art and the Los Angeles County Museum of Art, Los 
Angeles; Museu de Arte de São Paulo, Brazil; Tate Gallery, London; Centre Pompidou, 

Chileans of Palestinian Origin

Fast Fashion Atacama. Photography; total size variable.

Back wall: Layered News; embroidered print on 
Fabriano paper 11” x 12” each.
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Paris; Nationalgalerie, Berlin; Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam; Museo Nacional Centro 
de Arte Reina Sofía, Madrid; Moderna Museet, Stockholm; the National Museum of 
21st Century Arts (MAXXI) and the Museum of Contemporary Art (MACRO), Rome; 
the Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, Humlebaek, Denmark; Hiroshima City Museum 
of Contemporary Art and Tokushima Modern Art Museum, Japan; and M+, Hong 
Kong.

Jaar was not part of Chile’s artistic elite led by the artists of the Advanced Scene. He 
stated that Estudios sobre la felicidad was a work rejected by his artistic milieu, which 
prompted him to leave the country. In 1982, having won a grant by the Fundación del 
Pacífico, he moved to New York “where he began to develop a solid and recognized 
international career.”

One of Jaar’s best known works, A Logo for America (1987), is shown on a large 
screen in Times Square, New York City.

Jorge Tacla Sacaan

Santiago, Chile, 1958

A descendant of Palestinians and Syrians, 
Jorge Tacla lives and works in New 
York City and Santiago, Chile. After his 
studies at the Escuela de Bellas Artes, 
University of Chile, he moved to New York 
in 1981. His paintings have been exhibited 
internationally in galleries, museums, and 
biennials.

From the website Ocula.com:

“Like much of Tacla’s work, his paintings 
represent a space of social rupture. These 
works situate themselves in the joints of 
a new architecture that arises in the wake 
of catastrophe - natural or man-made. 
Tacla perceives the devastation that results 
from such events as an opportunity to 
investigate structural systems that would 
otherwise remain unseen. To signify 
such unsettled worlds, he uses pictorial 
languages that are obsessive: sometimes 

repeating the images, sometimes repeating 
the same gesture in the same space 
many times until the visual register is 
analogous to the trauma that prompts it. 
Tacla illuminates the variability of identity 
for victim and aggressor - an agent who is 
disassociated from his or her own identity 
- and the complexity of the assessment 
of guilt. These critical issues, and their 
situation in the larger, collective human 
experience, are the defining theoretical 
inquiries of Tacla’s work.” 
In the series Señal de Abandono, he 
paints the reality of Gaza under attack, 
with expressionism and detailed views 
of rubbish. Tacla has received numerous 
grants, fellowships and awards, such as 
from the New York Foundation for the Arts 
(1987, 1991); the Eco-Art Award, Rio de 
Janeiro (1992); and from the John Simon 

Alredo Jaar. This is not America.

Alfredo Jaar. Lamento de las Imagenes.

Jorge Tacla. Señal de Abandono 54, 2020. Oil and cold wax on canvas. 57 x 63 inches; 144.78 x 160.02 cm.

Chileans of Palestinian Origin
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Guggenheim Memorial 
Foundation (1988). In 2013, 
he completed a residency at 
the Rockefeller Foundation 
Bellagio Center, in Italy.

In 2019, his papers, which 
included forty years of 
drawings, correspondence, 
photographs, notebooks, 
and clippings, were acquired 
by the Smithsonian’s 
Archives of American Art.

Víctor Mahana Nassar 

Santiago, Chile, 1977

Descendant of Syrians from Homs and Palestinians from Bethlehem, he is a painter 
and printmaker, as well as musician, composer, and musical producer. He has an art 
degree from the Pontifical Catholic University of Chile (2001) and, since 1999, has 
had more than seventy solo and group exhibitions in Chile, the United States, Canada, 
and Belgium. Highlights include his solo show When I Woke Up There Was No One, 

at the National Museum of Fine Arts 
of Chile (2013), Post Tenebras Lux, 
at the University of Chile Art Gallery 
(2022), his participation in Art 
Toronto Canada’s Fair (2015), and 
in Lineart, in Gent, Belgium (2008). 
He also took part in the Bethlehem 
District Diaspora Covention of 
2021, and was a member of the 
board of directors of the Chilean 
Arab Institute of Culture (ICHAC).

His work is situated in a middle 
ground between reality and 
imagination, between the figurative 
and the abstract, in a terrain that 
could be called “the invisible 
real”. Although Mahana has explored different types of images and referents, all 
of his work is an attempt to transcend the codified look, the discourses made, the 
accepted dogmas, understanding painting as a gesture that captures on the canvas 
an image that comes from other perspectives and states of consciousness. It can 
be understood as figurative painting that combines different planes of reality: closed 
spaces or constructions, with open and natural spaces. 

Recognized for his paintings of nocturnal landscapes, cities, roads, and broken vases, 
he is a representative of the Latin American visionary art movement. His work is found 
in international collections in the United States, Canada, England, Uruguay, Dominican 
Republic, Spain, Belgium, the Netherlands, Palestine, Peru, Argentina, Mexico, and 
China.

Mahana has a special relationship with Palestinian cultural life, as reflected in his 
recent body of work: the series Motherland and The Island of Palestine. He is also a 
music producer and has worked on several projects with members of the Beit Sahour 
branch of the Edward Said Music Conservatory. Finally, he is a founding member of 
the band Diaspora Trio, with which he played in Jerusalem, Bethlehem, Ramallah, and 
elsewhere in Palestine, in 2019.

Victor Mahana. Motherland III, 2022. Oil on canvas, 120 x 100 cm.

Victor Mahana. The Island of Palestine, 2021. Oil on canvas, 120 x 120 cms.

Jorge Tacla. Identidad Oculta 039, 2013. Oil and cold wax on canvas, 
100 x 100 inches; 250 x 250 cms.

Ignacio Bahna 

Santiago, Chile, 1980

Ignacio Bahna is a sculptor of Syrian 
origin who studied Fine Arts at the 
University of Barcelona, receiving 
two honor scholarships for academic 
distinction. He has developed much of 
his work in Europe and America, with 
solo exhibitions in the United States, 
Spain, Italy, England, Chile, and Mexico. 
His Mexico exhibition was staged with 

the support of an AMEXCID International 
Scholarship granted to Bahna by the 
Mexican government. In the past, Bahna 
lived in the United States, Spain, and 
Mexico. He now splits his time between 
his multidisciplinary studio in Santiago 
and his research platform “Observatorio”, 
located in the south of Chile, close to the 
border with Argentina.
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His work has been exhibited in museums, 
galleries, and in public spaces both in Chile 
and abroad, as well as in contemporary art 
fairs such as Zona MACO (Mexico City), 
Volta (Basel), Pinta (New York and Miami), 
Art Lima (Lima), Chaco (Santiago), 
and Jugada a 3 bandas (Madrid and 
Barcelona).

Translated from the artist’s website:

“Ignacio Bahna’s work is introduced in 
areas such as science, art, technology, 
and nature, creating interdisciplinary 
projects.

“His works often defy gravity; the concept 
of the physical, space and time are 
recurrent in his creative development, as 
is the rigorous study of light. He subtly 
mixes natural elements with technology, 
striking a balance between the organic and 
the artificial.

“His installations, sculptures, and 
volumetric murals seek to lead the viewer 
into an experience, often being the one 
who activates or concretizes the work. 
This is the origin of his strong interest in 
architecture and site-specific installations.

“His projects are mainly focused on 
natural phenomena and the intervention of 
man in nature. He uses materials such as 
rocks, burnt wood, salt, resin, LED lights, 
among others.”

One of his sculptures has been on display 
at the Palestinian embassy in Chile.

Ximena Lama

Bolivia, 1980

what she addresses, what moves 
something in her or reminds her of 
something. A crucial role in the design 
of her collages plays the subconscious, 
which manifests itself in the course 
of the creative process and urges for 
materialization.

“In her collages, she processes 
searched, and incidentally found, 
designed events and more or less 
intuitive ones. Material is recombined, 
single images are used to create new 
images, and new details are highlighted. 
The esthetics of the materials, i.e., 
colors, shapes, texture, and contrast are 
important factors. In terms of content, 
her collages deal with topics such as 
the past, longing for the past, diversity 
of society, and consumer society, as 
well as gender, especially the role of the 
woman.

“With her collages, Ximena Lama wants 
to sensitize the viewer and introduce him 
to a confrontation with our world today. 

Ximena Lama was born in Bolivia 
and grew up in Santiago, Chile. She 
is the granddaughter of Palestinians 
on her father’s side. She completed 
her studies with a Master of Business 
Administration from the University of 
Bern, and lived in Switzerland until 
2021, then returning with her family to 
Santiago. The visual arts have always 
been her passion, and she became 
a collage artist. Her work reflects her 
Palestinian and Latin American roots 
as well as her exposure to European 
culture.

The following is from the artist’s website 
(lightly edited for language):

“Part of her artistic process is to be 
inspired by the endless fund of press 
and advertising as you browse through 
magazines. Sometimes she has a 
particular vision for a collage and 
then looks for suitable elements for it. 
Often, however, spontaneous ideas 
shape her creative work; she chooses 

Ignacio Bahna. Volver a suspender.

Ximena Lama. Shamed, Collage 2018. 46 X 33cms.

Ignacio Bahna. Intalación, Solida fragilidad.
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… In Shamed, for example, the 
destroyed buildings, presumably 
war ruins, the stone tomb, a 
soldier from the back, and two 
black-veiled persons in the lower 
left of the picture remind one of 
the harsh reality of the Middle East 
conflict. Misery, war, destruction 
that stretches for years. What 
remains is the yearning for peace.” 

Lama’s exhibition, Retorno, will be 
on show at the Cultural Foundation 
of Providencia, Santiago, Chile, in 
December 2022. 

Estefanía Tarud

Puerto Varas, Chile, 1982

Estefanía Tarud, whose grandparents are from 
Bethlehem, is a Chilean visual artist who works and 
lives in Santiago, Chile. She studied art at the Catholic 
University of Chile and throughout her career has 
experimented with different techniques, mainly painting, 
drawing, and engraving. Two years ago she dedicated 
herself to textile art, inventing a new embroidery 
technique that is effective in expressing themes linked to 
everyday life and the representation of light in twilight.  
She has had solo exhibitions in Chile and participated in 
group ones, notably the Contextile 2022: Contemporary 
Textile Art Biennial, which took place this past 
September-October, in Guimarães, Portugal, and where 
she obtained an honorable mention; and the embroidery 
contest Hand and Lock, in London (2021) where she 
earned second place.

Tarud has created a new style of embroidery where 
the light is the protagonist and the background turns 
relevant. She is in love with the process and handmade 
actions. Her favorite subject is the domestic world and 
everyday actions, no matter how simple they are.

From her artist’s statement: “Through a simple straight 
stitch, I embroider on a black gabardine with cotton 

threads of different colors, respecting the space between 
stitches and integrating the background as a main element. 
The same image is displayed in the front and in the back. 
In the front, you can see the control and dedicated stitches, 
everything is in the right position to create a realistic story. 
But, in the back, you can see the process, the backstage of 
the work, the knots, the leftover threads, the mess … but the 
same image is just right there.”

Victor Mahana (www.victormahana.com) is a Chilean 
painter, composer, musician, and music producer of 
Palestinian descent. In his twenty-year career, he has had 
more than seventy exhibitions in Chile and around the 
world. He is one of the youngest artists to have had a solo 
exhibition at the National Museum of Fine Arts in Chile. He 
is also a founding member of the band Diaspora Trio.
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Estefania Tarud. Flashlight 2.

Estefania Tarud. 
Close.

Ximena Lama. Cuidad de Nadie. Collage, 2020,
120 x 100 cms.
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Events

JERUSALEM
CONCERTS 
Sunday 18
18:00 Baroque Music Concert is a musical 
tour of music and songs composed and 
written in the ancient Baroque era, playing and 
singing musical pieces of the most famous 
composers of the Musical Baroque era such 
Antonio Vivaldi, Giovanni Battista Pergolesi, 
Georg Philipp Telemann, Couperin, Aramaic 
Syriac Hymn, George Frideric Handel.  
Conducted by the maestro Muntaser Jebrini. 
Organized by Al Kamandjati Association. 
Dominican Church.

BETHLEHEM
BOOK LAUNCHES 
Monday 12
16:00 Launching of  the Beth lehem 
municipality book on the occasion of its 
150th anniversary. Bethlehem Peace Center.
CHILDREN’S EVENTS

Wednesday 28
11:00 Christmas Cookies workshop with 
Grandma Santa in cooperation with Bethlehem 
Ice Cream. Bethlehem Center Bethlehem.

Friday 30
15:00 Santa’s on the way, is an activity for a 
group of Santa’s touring the city of Bethlehem 
and offering gifts to children to spread the 
joy of Christmas, organized by Bethlehem 
Municipality in partnership with Bethlehem’s 
Jeepers.

CONCERTS 
Friday 9
17:00 Classical and oriental Christmas opera 
concert by Pianist Reem Odeh and Opera 
singer Tarek Wahba. Bethlehem Peace Center.

Saturday 17
18:00 A Christmas musical performance 
organized by Bethlehem Academy of Music 
in cooperation with Bethlehem Municipality. 
Bethlehem Peace Center.

EXHIBITIONS
Monday 12
11:00 Opening of “We Are Nativity” 
exhibition for the photographer Elias Al-
Halabi, implemented by Bethlehem and Paris 
Municipalities, and funded by the French 
Agency of Development and the French 
General Consulate in Jerusalem. Bethlehem 
Peace Center.

17:00 Opening of paintings exhibition for the 
late Bethlehemite historian George Sammour. 
The Armenian Convent Hall.

SPECIAL EVENTS 
Thursday 1- Sunday 4
16:00 The 22nd Annual Christmas Market, 
offering a variety of local and international 
Christmas food, products and ar tworks, 
and many Christmas performances and 
children’s activities. Organized by Bethlehem 
Municipality as part of its Christmas Festivities 
2022-2023. Star Street.

Saturday 3
18:00- 20:30 Bethlehem Christmas Tree 
Lighting Ceremony, organized by Bethlehem 
Municipality under the Patronage of H.E. 
President Mahmoud Abbas, President of 
Palestine, with the presence of H.E. Dr. 
Mohammad Shtayyeh, the Prime Minister. 
Manger Square.

Friday 9- Sunday 11
15:00-22:00 Christmas Village 2022, 
organized by the Salesian Monastery 
in Bethlehem featuring various ar tistic, 
cultural and entertainment events. Salesian 
Monastery.

Thursday 15
17:00 Celebration of the 50th  Anniversary 
of UNESCO’s World Heritage Convention. 
Bethlehem Peace Center.

Sunday 4
15:00-17:00 The ceremony of the 150th 
years Anniversary on the establishment 
of Bethlehem Municipality organized by 
Bethlehem Municipality under the Patronage 
of H.E. President Mahmoud Abbas, President 
of Palestine. Manger Square.

Thursday 8
18:00 The ceremony of the 100th Anniversary 
of the bir th of the founder of the Italian 
Par tnership and Liberation Movement, 
Father Luigi Giussani (1922-2022) with the 
par ticipation of the movement members. 
Bethlehem Peace Center.

Saturday 24 
11:00 Scout parades celebrating Christmas 
prior to the entrance into Bethlehem of 
His Beatitude Pierbattista Pizzaballa, Latin 
Patriarch of Jerusalem. From Star Street to 
Manger Square.
13:00 Reception of His Beatitude Pierbattista 
Pizzaballa, Latin Patriarch of Jerusalem. 
Manger Square.

18:00-22:00 Christmas Eve with choirs and 
Christmas carols to celebrate the birth of the 
Prince of Peace, Jesus Christ, organized by 
Bethlehem Municipality. Manger Square. 

RELIGIOUS EVENTS 
Saturday 24
23:45 The Pontifical Feast Mass is presided 
over by His Beatitude Patriarch Pier Battista 
Pizzaballa, followed by a procession to the 
nativity scene. St. Catherine’s Parish Church.

THEATRE
Thursday 1
18:00 Closing ceremony of the 2022 
Performing Arts Forum, presenting a circus 
show by Palestine Circus School, Rap Music 
show by Ittijah Band and Shouruq center, 
and Dabkeh performance by Baladi Center. 
Bethlehem University auditorium.

Thursday 22
17:00 A Christmas play for children presented 
by Doureen Muneer. Bethlehem Peace Center.

BIRZEIT
CONCERTS 
Monday 19
18:00 Baroque Music Concert is a musical 
tour of music and songs composed and 
written in the ancient Baroque era, playing and 
singing musical pieces of the most famous 
composers of the Musical Baroque era such 
Antonio Vivaldi, Giovanni Battista Pergolesi, 
Georg Philipp Telemann, Couperin, Aramaic 
Syriac Hymn, George Frideric Handel.  
Conducted by the maestro Muntaser Jebrini. 
Organized by Al Kamandjati Association. 
Latin Parish. 

JENIN
CONCERTS 
Thursday 22
18:00 Baroque Music Concert is a musical 
tour of music and songs composed and 
written in the ancient Baroque era, playing and 
singing musical pieces of the most famous 
composers of the Musical Baroque era such 
Antonio Vivaldi, Giovanni Battista Pergolesi, 
Georg Philipp Telemann, Couperin, Aramaic 
Syriac Hymn, George Frideric Handel.  
Conducted by the maestro Muntaser Jebrini. 
Organized by Al Kamandjati Association. 
Church of Visitation.

RAMALLAH
CONCERTS 
Wednesday 21
18:00 Baroque Music Concert is a musical 
tour of music and songs composed and 
written in the ancient Baroque era, playing and 
singing musical pieces of the most famous 
composers of the Musical Baroque era such 
Antonio Vivaldi, Giovanni Battista Pergolesi, 
Georg Philipp Telemann, Couperin, Aramaic 
Syriac Hymn, George Frideric Handel.  
Conducted by the maestro Muntaser Jebrini. 
Organized by Al Kamandjati Association. The 
Evangelical Lutheran Church of Hope.

Friday 23
18:00 Christmas Concer t performed by 
Alkamandjati Orchestra, playing and singing 
Christmas Songs. Ramallah Municipality.

SPECIAL EVENTS 
Thursday 1-Thursday 8
15:00-22:00 Ramallah’s Christmas Market. 
Ramallah (Municipality) Park.

Monday 5
18:00 Ramallah Christmas Tree Lighting 
Ceremony,  o rgan i zed  by  Ramal lah 
Municipality. Rashin Haddadin Square (next 
to Ramallah Municipality).

INTERNATIONAL
SPECIAL EVENTS
Thursday 1-Sunday 4
Bethlehem Cultural Festival 2022, highlighting 
the work of artists from Palestine and the 
Levant featuring music, dance, books, food, 
spoken word, film, and panel discussions 
as well as the annual joint tree lighting live 
from Glasgow Cathedral and Manger Square, 
Bethlehem. London, Glasgow and across the 
UK. For more information, please visit: www.
bethlehemculturalfestival.com
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The Last Word

Palestine at 
FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022™
As I was driving home last night, I was searching for a radio channel to listen to. 
When I got to Monte Carlo Doualiya (a French public radio service that broadcasts 
across the Arab world) I heard someone saying: “The Palestinian cause…” I wish I 
kept searching because, as it turned out, I tuned in to what I thought was the most 
horrible talk show a Palestinian could listen to. The interlocutors were more like a 
choir singing in unison, while praising one another. Effectively, there were saying 
that the Arab world has moved on, regarding its support to the Palestinian cause. 
Actually, they spewed plenty of other toxic material, certainly not worth repeating 
and wasting the little space I have for this column! Well, I’m just glad that the Arab 
fans in Qatar proved those buffoons wrong. Dead wrong. 

Even without a football team, Palestine has been quite present at the football World 
Cup in Qatar. Particularly in matches that include an Arab team, the Arab fans 
have not shied away from showing their support to Palestine, whether during the 
games or in the streets where Palestinian flags and quffiehs (the iconic black-and-
white Palestinian scarves/headdresses) are flaunted in pride. Chants in support 
of Palestine have filled the stadiums and often the streets of Doha. Such show of 
support has not been limited to a few incidents; it has actually been a phenomenon 
which should be included when the World Cup in Qatar is documented. 

Furthermore, and much to the chagrin of the Israeli establishment, rather than being 
a celebration of the success of the normalization process with (some of) the Arab 
countries, the event in Qatar turned out to be its burial and obituary. The Qatari 
authorities have spared no effort to grant the Israeli media all the necessary facilities. 
Despite that, a catastrophic surprise has been awaiting the correspondents, who 
have been finding, on every corner and every street, people from Morocco, Saudi 
Arabia, Lebanon, Qatar itself, and even from the United Arab Emirates staunchly 
opposed to the normalization process, avoiding Israeli journalists as if any 
association with Israeli media could bring them shame. Not only have the Israeli 
media teams been unable to find an Arab who will accept to be included in a friendly 
photo with their members, but journalists are reporting humiliating and threatening 
incidents they have been subjected to, which at times have even caused panic. In 
fact, covering the FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022™ has been an Israeli nightmare.

To those who took part in the Monte Carlo Doualiya talk show, I tell them, no: Maybe 
a few regimes have moved on, but the people have not. To journalist Jilan Jaber: It 
is not true that young Arabs don’t know about the Palestinian issue. Much to Ben 
Gurion’s dismay, the young did not forget. So, heed, lady.

Long live Palestine!
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